Four-Day Gemini Space Trip Set Tomorrow
La Torre Awards

PA RTAN DA I LY

et i p1444t s of La Torre
awards may pirk them up beginning todav in the Student
Affairs Business Office, B-I,
according to Margaret Bonenno, award committee chairman.
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The second Gemini flight is
scheduled to lift off the launch pad
at Cape Kennedy tomorrow at 9
a.m. EST for a four day, 62 orbit
space trip.
Astronauts James A. McDivitt
and Edward H. White’s physical
condition was judged toned to a
fine edge yesterday after detailed
examinations.
White is scheduled to take a 12
minute "walk" in space, 135 miles
above southern United States,
while McDivitt maneuvers the
spacecraft to within 25 feet of its
orbiting rocket booster- -a Titan -2.
White will use a spacegun, a
maneuvering device, which contains two oxygen bottles under
4,000 pounds pressure per square
inch, for fuel to provide forward
and backward thrust while taking
pictures of the rocket booster.
Troubles, which it was feared
might stop the Gemini 4 launch,
were corrected and the flight received the go-ahead on Monday.
The latest problem, a water leak,
turned out to be a human error.
Someone had turned a valve the
break in the
wrong wii .
undersea communications cable,
linking the Cape and other tracking stations, was not fixed. Instead
a commercial cable was leased by
the Air Force.
- -

Parents’ Day
Students interested in serving on
the Parent’s Day Committee for
1965 may contact Miss Martha
Allshouse in the Activities Office,
ADM242, any lime prior to Friday.
--

The final examination for
Siao MM. classes will be given
In a.m. to 12:20 pan., Monday.
June 1, rather than the time
printed In the Finals Schedule
on page 1, section C, of today’s Spartan Daily.
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Flight Two
For Gemini
Spacecraft

Exam Change

Cards, Tempers Smolder
r

Controversy Nears End

Council To Receive
Director’s Name

SJS student Frank
FIREY PROTEST Former
Cieciorka lashed out at U.S. military intervention
in South Viet Nam and the Dominican Republic
at a Friday noon -time rally on Seventh Street.
Climaxing the speeches was the burning of 12
selective service classification cards from sympathetic members of the crowd. Richard Epstein,
ASS graduate representative, who is pictured
in the insert setting fire to the cards, burned his

draft card. The demonstration attracted more
300 students and faculty members, including an
outspoken minority that heckled Cierciorka, Epstein and former student Bill Sumner. The trio
initiated the card -burning protest over "the
U.S. government’s undeclared war against the
peoples of Viet Nam and the Dominican
Republic."

Controversy over the appointment of a Spartacamp Director
appears to be nearly over.
Student Council is expected
to receive a new appointment
for the position at today’s meeting from John Hendricks, ASH
president.
Hendricks’ appointment may be
controversial but Spartacamp will
have a director, if council accepts
his new appointment.
It will be up to the new director
to tie together the many factions
which have evolved during the dispute stemming from council’s rejection of Dan Dahlen as Spartacamp Director.
RECENT LETTER
A recent letter to council from
Dr. James E. Watson, associate
professon .of political, -science and
Dr. Marlon K. Richards, associate
professor of English questioned
council’s action concerning the appointment of the Spartacamp Director.
Hendricks answered the two professors’ letter with what he
termed, "some additional information."
The student chief executive informed the professors, "that after
talking with Bob Pitcher, 1964-65
ASB Personnel Officer, he informed me that the Spartacamp
Committee was the most biased
and close minded group he had been

’Takes Refuge in Bathroom

Man Invades Sorority
A 29-year -old Santa Clara man
was arrested early Sunday morning in the Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority house at 408 S. Eighth
Street.
Jose Raul Gonzalez, 691 Kiely
Blvd., was hooked at Santa Clara

Assembly Bill
Asks Tuition
For Students

FINAL STUDY BREAK
TIME FOR RELAXING
Sue Hammer, sophomore English
major from Los Altos, takes a last minute study break before
finals, which begin tomorrow. Students will be facing a week of
exams, long nights and last minute cramming. Following finals,
SJS students will depart for all points. Some will travel to other
countries, others will take in he beach. Msr.y students will continue studying as summer classes begin June 22.

No. 4-32"--

University of (7alifornia and
state college students may be picking up $50-per-semester resident
tuition fees, should the latest proposed legislation to offset the faculty pay -cut crisis be enacted by
the legislature and Gov. Edmund
G. Brown.
Assembly hill No, 316S, authored
by Assembly Don Mulford of Piedmont, will get a second hearing
tomorrow when the Assembly Education Committee convenes. The
bill was first, heard during the
committee’s session Monday.
"II would he up to the discretion
iif the University regents and state
trustees to decide if such fees are
to be made effective, should the
bill pass," Mulford emphasized.
The hill would provide up to 50
per cent of the annual funds derived from an adjusted resident
tilt ’(0tees, or almost $10 million,
for increasing fii.ialty salaries.
This amount would he above the
budget for the Current year.

County jail on a charge of petty
theft.
Police said SJS senior David A.
Hicks captured Gonzalez.
Hicks said he had just returned
to the house with his date, Ann
Revel, 20, when he saw a man
inside.
"He didn’t look as if he belonged
there," said Hicks. When the intruder walked into the off-limits
bedroom wing, Hicks chased him

and ordered him out of a bathroom
where he had taken refuge. When
Gonzalez started to scuffle, said
Hicks, "I hit him hard."
The social science major then
searched Gonzalez, and sat on hint
until police larked.
Police said Gonzalez apparently
had taken a camera and jewelry
box belonging to one of the coeds.
The items were found in the bathroom where Gonzalez tried to hide.

No Change in Policy
On Approved Housing
Approved housing policies
for the academic year 1965-66
will not be changed, according to Robert Baron, housing
coordinator.
The Academic Council and
Housing Committee endorsement of one semester contracts for privately owned apprnynd living centers is a recommendation, and is not yet
a policy, Baron said.
The recianmenda lion of the
Omneil went to President
Robert Clark, and has not
been acted upon.
Baron poi of ed out that
commitmcnis have been
made, nail rdels signed and
hrod1111,..
ollt lit thou smuts ii duilents for next
year.

The recommendation asked
that President Clark direct
the housing office staff to exclude from the list of approved housing those householders whose eontraet exceeds one semester.
The present housing policy
slates that. agreements may
he made on a monthly, semester or acarIVIllie year basis.
Baron’s statements were
made after many students
and local living center owners
began calling the housing
office concerning an article
published in the Spa r tan
Daily Wednesday, May 26,
The story reported the AC11(lentil! Council’s athplion of
the recommendation.

in contact with after conducting
over 1,000 interviews during the
year.
"Pitcher said no attempt was
made at taking an objective look
at the other applicants, Dahlen had
already been chosen as his fellow
committee members’ successor."
’LUDICROUS’
In his return letter, Hendricks
also
wrote,
"The underlying
thought that members of the 1965
Spartacamp Committee are the
*

*

*

ASB Council
To Discuss
Flag Salute
Discontinuance of the flag salute
which opens each session of Student Council will be discussed at
today’s 2:45 p.m. session of the
student legislative body.
Richard Epstein, graduate representative, is seeking to change
council’s rules of procedure so that
the flag salute is eliminated.
The graduate student’s reason for
asking for the rules change was,
"Council’s prefunctory salute to
the flag salute is elminated.
for country nor solemnity in the
day’s deliberations."
A motion to change councils
rules of procedure must be approved by a two-thirds majority
of council members.
Two legislative directives will be
introduced at today s council meeting by Victor Lee, sophomore representative. The fit st directive asks
John Hendricks, ASH president, to
inquire as to what the SJS Ace deride Council has decided regarding extension of "dea,Vweek" to a
period of five full ct:
Directive No. 2 g.
to Jim
Melton, ASB public relations director. Lee’s directive asks Melton
to investigate the possibility of
sending a delegations from SJS
to participate in the General Electric College Bowl.
The direetive asks the publio
relations director to contact General Electric during the summer
concerning the proper proceduic
a school must follow to be eligilao
!or College Bowl competition.
"lf S.IS is victorious," Lc,,
’’General Electrie will
a sit’ a number of very hairi
deademie scholarships iind the ,,
pearan(-e would sls,, give
Igo ion -wide

Graduation Attire
Available Monday
Stwkads may pick up eat,
gnykpa \ 1.111(11N t h1111a...11 Vr),1
Hours are between 8
1-413.
and1 p
nod
Friday and hot
a.m. and 8 p.ny in Wedia
B.A. recipient gowns Sin
rented for $5.50 M.A. recipient
gowns may he rented for $8.50.
Students may keep the tassel,
Harry J. Wineroth, Spar t a ii
Bookstore manager, asks students
to return gowns and collect $2 rr
fund at one of five pick-up statical,
on the north side of Spartan Stadium following commencement,

only people among a faculty of
over 1,000 and a student enrollment of 20,000 capable of putting
on a successful activity of this
kind, to me, is ludicrous."
Hendricks’ letter also explained
the ASB committee structure. "All
ASB committees are responsible to
one person, the ASB president, and
this arrangement is obligatory for
the maintenance of proper relationship in an executive branch."
The letter also stated, "I might
point out that Spartacamp ’65
was not the only Spartacamp to
be considered successful in past
years."
UNABLE TO CONTACT
The Daily was unable to contact
Drs. Watson and Richards for comment on Hendricks’ letter.
Drs. Watson and Richards original letter to council said, "The
big question now is whether the
quality that has been built over
the past few years will be maintained or whether the power
maneuverings of the In-group will
stifle the whole enterprise with
a pall of mediocrity."
Hendricks concluded his letter
with this answer, "I agree with
you (Drs. Watson and Richards)
will the quality be maintained, or
will the power maneuverings of
an in-group stifle the whole enterprise with a pall of selfindulgence?"

Heilbron To Speak
At Commencement
California State College Trustee
Louis Heilbron, chairman of the
board’s educational policy committee, will deliver the commencement address at graduation exercises on Friday, June 11, in Spartan Stadium.
The San Francisco attorney, who
was a charter member of the
Board of Trustees, will speak to
the 2,200 candidates for degrees
and assembled relaitves and
friends. For more details on the
6:30 p.m. ceremonies, see Section
IS if today’s Spartan Daily,

ONLY $39.95

I. runs on flashlight
batteries
2. has the sounds of a
more expensive
phonograph
3. weighs less than 5 lbs.
4. balanced turntable
5. delivers remarkable
sound

Spartan
Bookstore
"Right on Campus"
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Live and Let Live

One IBM Card
To Another

By AL MASON

THE NATURAL FALL -t(’

ny Lou KIN.,.
SUMMER VACATION
A long, hot summer is opening up and the civil rights workers
ate mopping their brows in anticipation.
CORE and SNCC have split up the Southern "Black Belt"
statist, They ’a ill run voter registration drives and freedom schools
alI summer long.

LIBERALISM

It is the nature of man to be possessive. Indeed, the right of
private property is the fundamental law of nature. Scientist Walter
Heape, writing Ins 1931 classic, "Emigration. Migration and Nomadism." stated, ’There can, I think, be no question but that territorial
tights are established rights among the majority of species of animals ... In fact, it may be held that the recognition of territorial
rights. one of the most basic attributes of civilization, was not
evolved ti v man but has ever been an inherent factor in the life
history of all animals."

SNCC also %%ill place heavy emphasis on the

Freedom Democratic Party and the Mississippi Challenge (the
chalk:nee of the seating ol he I e Mississippi representativest
:-"modlierni Christian Leadership Council also will be working in
the Smooth this slimmer. They will spread out through the states and
hit Ivaml at oneregated schools and other facilitkiii.
SOUTHERN POLITICS
SNCC is planning a Washington lobby this summer with thousands it t ii lent s. When the question of unseating of the congressmen eommes onto the floor, Washington will know what the civil
ri.mtdu mo% (anent thinks of the Mississippi congressmen.
If emingress Stilt’s to unseat the Mississippi delegation, I believe
it is ii I, . lie biggest aid to the Southern civil rights cause since the
Nom di %%min the Civil War. Even the civil rights bill will not have
II,.’ mfleet that unseating the congressmen would have.
Seureeatimin in the South is a political thing. Power is vested in
tIii’ h.tn.l. ot a ’white m bigoted I power structure" which keeps the
Neer., down. Where the Negroes are in the majority they can
,asiiy ore,’ the apple cart by a simple majority vote. That is why
’.11 tic
me is of utmost Importance. If congress votes to unseat
the Mssissippi representatives because the Negroes were infranchised. the Mississippi and the rest rif the South will realize she
ii Ii’ leis the Negro vote or has no congressional representation.
you want to help in the summer Southern civil right drive,
vmui have to it:, is write your congressman. Tell him why you
n...int tam to vide out the Mississippi congressman.
UP HERE
In the North, things will be "popping" too. Northern CORE
Le Hiss this summer with projects all over the North. New civil
V’ ins vtjsare springing up, and they’ll he busy. Some not -so-new
ii iiiiqn on the Nereen, or rather behind the screen, too.
-hard core" :trines as lifICICM, Chicago, and the San Fran.
miscm. Fillmore District will see a lot of action. The U.S. will hear
in Negioes this summer. And after this slimmer this country
in.mmim3 easily forget its black f snook..
Inertial’s %ye are slow learners 11..11. ill 111. U.S., hut IlliS summer
imi thin lesson lhat’s nevtled.
IICXI SIM/1MT still make this one look cool.

Busy Summer Ahead
For ASB Executives
at.ii
at,
the lig, officers of the ASH.

Jelin Hendricks, ASH preside/it, %%di
attending slimmer
setaimml

or

PRIVATE PROPERTY EVEN ABOVE SEX
More recently a best-seller, "African Genesis" by Robert Ardrey,
published in 1961, devoted much ot its content to citing scientific
proofs that the desire to hold private property is more basic than
any other natural desire, including the desire for sex ’much to
dismay of "liberal" Freudians,. In 1940, American zoologist C. It,
Carpenter in his work, "A Field Study in Siam of the Behavior and
Social Relationships of the Gibbon," states on the basis of voluminous
scientific research: "It would seem that possession and defense of
territory which is found so %snidely among the vertebrates, including
both the human and sub-human primates, may he a fundamental
biologic need. Certain it is that this possession of territory motivates
much primate behaviour."
Private property rights, may we then assume, are scientifically
supported to be the most tundamental of rights. All "liberal" ideology and sophomoric "humanist" theory crying for the subservience
of property rights to "human rights." "social need," "public interest"
M1M1111 nature, as
or "democratic decision" flies in the face of
determined by scientific observation. How supposedly scholarly men
who pretend to seek truth based on scientific fact can accept
"liberal" anti -private-property doctrine is beyond me. Such "liberal"
doctrine is unnatural a silly dream of petit bourgeois attempting to
thwart nature tor political gain.
"LIBERAL" VS. NATURAL
hear the "liberals" advocating the gradual destruction of
private property rights with their phony "civil rights" lavvs. their
income lases and their collectivist laws and ordinanevs: it sickens
me. How can the "liberal" fail to see that what he is destroying the
might have described "liberal"
most basic motivation of life?
attitude in face of modern scientific fact as an manifestation of the
"death wish."
Evading the whole question of whether their philosophy is natural or unnatural, the "liberal" chorus takes up the chant : "What
about the propertyless? What about wetly? What about the old
and sick?" Readers of my May 26 column know tiny solo’ ion to the
poverty problem. But, once we launch into a discussant of the emblems of poverty and old age, we are off the original tmipim. Thin point
remains, backed tip by the finest scientific minds ill the’ sum lit plivate property rights are the most fundamental ot natio:it rielits.
And it is the conservatives, not the "liberals," Mai are Ii.,: to
recognize this fact.
AN ALTERNATIVE TO NATURE

itaitang period Is divided
into three areas of instruction:
academic, leadership training,
and physical fitness.

So the "liberal" has taken it tuvon himself to buck natural law.
to arbitrarily set new laws for man other than those established by
eons of evolution and natural processes. We might wish him luck in
his experiments if only we ourselves were not destined to be his
unwilling guinea pigs. The "liberal" invested with power will throw
upon its, all of us. "social legislation" designed to fill some utopian
dream of a well-funtioning, perfect society populated by well -functioning, perfect human beings. or super-humans uts any "perfect"
human being would surely bei.

Thrust and Parry
Women Complain
About SJS Housing
’Mere has been much eontroery recently about emanpulsory
approved housing, particularly
concerning the "parental" rules,
which gives the college the power to override a parental request
for unapproved housing. In exchange for this omnipotent "parental" rule, the college promises
to protect the student forced to
live in an approved ii’, inc center,
and to see that the living centers "abide by all college established policies" for such places.
My roommates and I lite in an
approved impartment building. It
did not dismay us to find that
we had no wastebaskets or only
one full-length mirror. It did,
however, disturb Its when we
realized that the bedrooms had
no lighting whatsoever, and that
the "living" room had only one
pole lamp which illuminated only
a small portion of the rootn. The
study lamps which we provided
for the bedrooms were, of course,
hardly satisfactory. This lack of
adequate lighting is in direct
contradiction to approved housing rules.
We decided to protest this
situation and I was chosen lmi
rerresent the whole center. I
officii Ily. complained three times
and Was officially told three
times that somebody would be
and was limning done. ’I’his was in
November. It is MAC ..11111C and
the place is still like a dungeon!
Ve le.vin yet even to be con ml emincerning our comt
plaints.
If the eollege is going to force
underclassmen to live in approi.eil 1.inisitig, it should at least
:anew its responsibilities to the
st wield hi, enhancing its own
rules. It should nut allow its
m taifads to lie exploited by tinli% ine eviller
Svtli Katzman
A :17811

Has ’List’ Trouble

Faculty & Students

readers may find the following,
from the May-June 1965 issue of
Old Oregon,

the

alumni journal

of the University of Oregon, cif
interest: "Publish or perish. The

Movie &

,

Cameras
Projectors

I

Still

Supplies
" Equipment

developing
rentals

shopvinurn concept thight well be

printing
repairs

applied facetiously to a new controversy on the University campus

teacher evaluation by

students.

If

results

of

these

evaluations are to do any good,
student content, they must be
published.

Otherwise

they are

likely to perish in some professor’s waste basket.
"Faculty objections to evaluations do center on the publishing aspect. If the purpose of
evaluation is to improve teaching, they say, it could be better
done through ’internal’ forms,
which would be returned ditectly to the professor for his
information only. They fear bad
ratings may fall into hands of
administrators who might use
them for ’a handy crutch for
firings’ or of ’individuals who
want to get something on a professor...."

10:30 TON!GHT!
Campus Caravan
Soft Swing -Folk -Comedy
EXPERTLY

KREP
105311
PROGRAMMED

Glenn Cm, Morgan
AsSloeillte

Profcsuor

til Political Science

momffausimeer.muramoommo
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Motel City Center
For your comfort and convenience, all
rooms have telephone, TV, large comfortable beds, and individual thermostatic-controlled heat. Some rooms have
fully equipped kitchenettes.

r4(!

University of Oregon

Speciiii Discount
to SJS

Of equal importance is the relaxed and
friendly atmosphere of the Motel City
Center. Start off your day with complimentary coffee and sweet rolls. Relax around our heated pool, or look
forward to a refreshing d:p upon return
from your day of sightseeing or business.

34 E. REED ST.
With resnort to the ’nerds and i ,r;t
flaws of The Tower IAst, your I IffAhS:22’

PHONE 294-2995

griworailea-a - a-a a.

5.15 and working with

ftitt4t.i lommizen, college union di r .:1.11% on the 13oard of Giver?tors for the (’ollege Union.
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for

hoard’s struct
In addition to meetings wl,
r,,,,(1!.,n, Hendricks will ww
t It StIldelli (*Millen’s
is
ll/ study
tales of procedure for
Jot.ry. Spolter, ASH vice prinsident, still attend the Marino
Corps Platoiin Leaders Class in
Quantico, Virginia, (torn June 11
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1965 Spring Fine Arts Season Ends
After Successful Semester Efforts
Ted and holed,. rest aril and
satisfaction have filled the Fine
Arts Season for spring 1965.
"LysistratiC ancient Greek
comedy by Aristophnes, began

and Sharon Gilbert, receied outstanding vocalists awards.
Orchestra soloists named were
Due Baird, Jack Ullom, Katherine Schenk and Soon Chun.

"SPOON RIVER ANTHOLOGY" featured Jeff Tellefson and
Bonds Gay Lewis in the Reader’s Theater for the 1965 drama
season presentation.
the Drama Department’s present at ions.
Included in the department’s
presentations were "Firebugs,"
Max Frisch’s contemporary play
of arsonists and life: "Spoon
River," presented by the Reader’s Theater group.
The fantastic production "My
Fair Lady" closed the season as
a joint production from Drama
:Ind Music. The seven run show
was a complete sell out.
The musical season at SJS
was concluded Friday with the
Honors Awards Assembly.
music
outstanding
Named
student was Jack Ullom, junior
music major from Castro Valley.
Kathy Linderman was recipient of the outstanding freshman
award. Joan Bridges was awarded performance. Jennifer Chase

\mint
Ile :naiad
.ii
opened yesterday in the Art
Gallery with the presentation
of seven awards. The exhibition
will be held through June II,
and again June 21 through
July 2.
The Art Ikipartintint is ending
the semester with this exhibition,
which consists of 100 works selected from more than 500 entries.
Other exhibits this semester
included the special show honoring J. Theodore Johnson and Dr.
Marques E. Reitzel, former meallaws of the SJS art faculty.
Works of three faculty members
were exhibited, as well as works
of California artists.
Sharron O’Neil’s graduate
show, to run through Friday,
will end the shows for the little
gallery for this semester.
Robert Freimark, SJS assisttant professor of art, is now
exhibiting his works at Santa
Barbara Museum of Art through
Saturday.

Philippine Republic

Corpsmen Here June 19

Seventy-eight per cent of 501i
students questioned in a recent
campus survey have indicated that
they do not favor U.S. withdrawal
from Viet Nam.
As a class project, students in
Press and the Public, Journalism
55, questioned a eross-section of
SJS students, including all class
levels, on Viet Nam.
According to Dr. Dwight Bentel,
chairman of the Department of
Journalism and Advertising and
class instructor, overall survey results indicate SJS students hold
positive opinions on the Viet Nam
situation. Only nine per cent interviewed revealed no opinion.
Of the students surveyed, 54
per cent indicated they lacked
adequate understanding of the Viet
Nam situation.
A national May 16 Gallup Poll
showed that 52 per cent cf those
questioned approved of President
Johnson’s policy in Viet Nam. By
comparison, the campus survey
showed 47 per cent of those interviewed favored present administrative policies.
Of SJS students surveyed, 40 per
cent favored increasing U.S. intervention, 30 per cent favored a decrease and 30 per cent favored nii
change.

-I

"55

p.m. with intermittent breaks for I instruct in in English, mathescience.
and
mot
meals.
While in the I, doing program,
This year’s summer program,
according to Dr. Thornton, is part vollintocrs will H housed at Allen
of the selection process. "Trainees mil Hoover Halls. They will also
must satisfactorily pass the re- . receive a tI sti c dos lising allowof their
hr
quired courses and prove them- an’’,’11 ta,,nrde
selves to be physically fit before
final assignments are maile," he
This is the second time that
said.
,SJS is serving as a training center
TO LIVE ON CAMPUS
for Peace Corps volunteers to the
Those persons selected for serv- Philippines. In the summer of 1962,
ice will become co-teachers in SJS was thii training grounds far
for the first
public elementary schools in the More than :Inn
Ph

1,154.

As this semester’s crop ol SJS
students vacates the campus for
summer vacation, approximately
342 other students from all over
the natiiin will arrive here to begin
a 10-week Peace Corps training
program for service in the Philiplane Republic.
According to the project director, Dr. James W. Thornton, SJS
professor of secondary education,
all facilities are being readied for
the arrival of one of the largest
group of recruits assembled at
one location.

LESSONS

TRAINING CENTER
The Peace Corps training center
headquarters will be at Building
Z, Ninth and San Carlos Streets.
by
Trainees will spend a total of
a
615 hours of instruction from June
&
Kaukonen
Jorma
Peter
Grant
19 to Aug. 27. The overall proRental - Purchase Plan
gram is planned in accordance with 0
the general Peace Corps requirements for training projects.
0
Candidates will follow a strict
1884 W. San Carlos S
CY 7-7417
s c hedu le of classes, Monday s
1
thrOUgh SaturdaY 7:39 a:m to 9 t:e.,-_,:/..,-_,...oneraChaehoesseassaan..-__es-..e.tore..ezezeloacoasnasese.eze.....

Blues - Folk - Bluegrass

BEVER MUSIC

and

Council Approves j UNITED
New SJS Policy
On Faculty Leaves,

"DAY OF JAZZ" was a featured presentation by the Music
Department. The event was held to raise funds for scholarships.

Dr. Walters Named
Music Dept Head

UNITED RADIO AND T.V. SUPPLIES CO.
Open Evenings
till 9 P.M.

ff/

1425 W. San Carlos Street
CYpress 8-1212

Fall Semester
Spring Semester

dff"

77-17 777
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NoMenthership Card
Everyone Welcome.
Use Our layawayBankAmericard,
lit National
Charge or Cash

CAMPING - FISHING
Guns and Ammo
Water Skis, etc.

- Now Contracting for Fall per GIRL
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HOWARD LEE APARTMENTS

fe,--7 WIRY CO.
,
_4!

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
ELECTRONIC PARTS

Leaves 01 absence tilt li..01 itt
shall not constitute a break in service, according to a policy approved
by the SJS Academic Council.
The policy recommended by the
Faculty and Staff Affairs Committee states that these leaves, if
granted prior to tenure shall not
constitute a break. Faculty members on leave shall not be reviewed
for tenure by department tenure
committees during their leave.
A provision in the policy made
an exception for special cases
svhere the leave directly and definitely contributes to the welfare
I of the college.

Dr. Gibson Walters, professor
of music, was appointed this semester to replace Dr. Hartley

YEARLY RATES

F4PtItTN

Wednesday. June 2, 19C5

SJS Survey Says
Destination:
Students Approve ,
U.S. Viet Policy

MINIM VIEW

1299 EL (AMINO

YORKSHIRE
7-5709

SUNDAY 10-5

OPEN ’TIL 9,;;r;

SATURDAY 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M.

19500
$1750
(if paid by
12/1/65)

Four girls

to an apartment
Furnished 2 -bedroom apartments
Independent Housing - Recently constructed
No part of any large housing corporation
Includcis all utilities except PG&E

HOWARD LEE APARTMENTS
495 E. William (Corner of 11th and William
CY 8-6381 (Day or Evening)

ROD/REEL

KID’S
OUTFIT

MITCHELL

DR. GIBSON WALTERS
. new chairman

SPIN REEL

Snyder as Music Department
Chairman.
The immediate past president
of the California Music Educator’s Association has served on
the SJS music faculty for 18
years.
Dr. Walters is director of the
SJS Symphony Orchestra

Fresh
Water
Rg. 19.95

9 99

1.99
Station Cook Set Portable
WAG. ,99
99
PAD

499

2

SO
PUP TENT
5x7 JR.
CABIN
1110.
7.7 JR.
LARGE VARIETY UMBRELLA

11

[99
J

14,9
16"

WILSON
KROYDEN
SPALDING
MacGREGOR, SPORTSMAN
I Woods

SW/

.

599

Includes
5.1rons
7 -Woods

MAW

74,PPS

malli;
I. Mess Kit

Canteens
t Axe
Lantern
G. I. Shovel ..
G. I. Mattox .
Water Bucket
Knap Sacks .
Gold Pans

..69crindbreak 6x15
6.99
99c G
99c Camp Stools ....B8c 4x6 ..... 1.99 W.... 3.99
7x9 . 5.99
1.99 ,Tcnt Stakes
15c .6x8 .. 4.99
1.99 Machetes .. 1.990x10 7.99 1002 11.99
1.49 Ammo Boxes 99e12x14 16.99 14x16 23.99
1.99 Plastic cover 9x12 .. 99c
99c Ponchos
99c Pistol Belts
99c Car Cover
5 99
1 29sHunting Knife 99c Boat Cover .
7.99

SURFBOARD Blanks
finish It Yourself

19991

WET SUITS
Surfer JACKET

12.99

Reg.
19.95

FOAM RUBBER

AND OTHER UPHOL.
STERY FABRICS. Reg.
3.00 to 12.00 yd.

Polyurethene Foam
EVERY SIZE & SHAPE
No Charge for Special Sizes

wE

%be

39910dd

224.95

1

BUY-SELL-TRADE
STARTER SET Gu_pis and
MEN’S OR WOMEN’S

Sleeps Four

,

FLIES

19.991 NAUGAHYDE

14950

CAMP
TRAILER

Putters
Irons

399

99,

iralgri

.s

9

13

SLEEPING BAGS

50". OFF

2 I 8 Willow St.

LOOSE HOOKS SWIVELS I

(REELS ;.E9G,

LIFE RAFT

SPECIAL GROUP
SAMPLE BAGS.
Some only 1 or
2 of a kind. 2-, 3
i
& 4 lb. fill.
UP ,
Values to 29.50
nn
SPECIAL 5 LB. FILL
.77
36 x 80
4 LB. MILIOM 40 x 8C 1 A EMPA
oversized. Reg 32 50 114.71
4-1b, DOWN BAG, G I 15.99
6 LB . KING SIZE
42 x 84. Reg. 39 50

WHITE STAG

Entertainment provided
W,Anesday,
Thursday. and Saturday

69,

6.99

FLOOR SAMPLES

For Fine Italian
Dinners and Pizza!

ISHING LINE

BOOT
WADERS

COMBINATION
Rod Reel
Nylon
TRUE TEMPER
5C PKG. 9C plc. I 3C ea.
DYNA SPIN 330
Hook Line
Monofil.
REEL
999
Sinker
Lge Spools
AND
STOCKING
BLUE
Reg
ROD
21 90 001 1.99 Plugs & Lures Reduced
-.304
STATION
THERMOS
THERMOS I BERNZ-0LANTERN
WAGON
Stove 2 Burner
MATIC
99
Air
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12 pc.
IN-cMAN
99
Propane
Reg.
John
Mat’
Alum.
tt., r sloie
Reg.
17.45
Rjeog
tres A
II
10 na Reg
Reg.
6 95
2 -MAN 29.99
" ’
aro I., 1 7.77 29.95.
Reg 5.95
8 95

299cReq
65.00
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BASEBALL
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AMMUNITION !"
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off vs,
2.79
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MO Wins Intramural Crown

Fergus, Fields Named
tL.M of Alpha Tau
Craig
Omega ti.. wen named by the
Intramural Board as the Intramural Player of the Year.
Fergus participated
in
nine ,
sports including the All-C’olle4e.,
championship slow-pitch sofil:all;
team. He also was a plascr
the fraternity champion six -man,
volleyball team.
Wayne Fields of the Animals ;
was maned the team manager of

for

!

OFFER

FREE

Craig Fergus have been
HONORED Wayne Fields (I.) and
named winners of the top intramural awards. Fergus won the
"All -College Athlete of the Year award, and Fieldr was named
the "All -College Manager of the Year." Fergus is also a member
of the San Jose State track team and is recognized as one of
the nation’s best triple jumpers. The Air Force ROTC was awarded the team sportsmanship trophy.

BEAUTIFUL PRESENTATION PLAQUE
WITH YOUR GRADUATE’S NAME
ENGRAVED FREE WHEN YOU BUY AN

IE 0111

Look for
Our Sign

Graduation Award watch
the traditional gift for
over 100 years...

Why Settle for 1 5c Burgers Only

WHEN WE HAVE 4 VARIETY OF
DELICIOUS FOODS TO
CHOOSE FROM?
like:

NANETTE
White, 17
.
Shock -resistant. unbreakable inainspring. Also Available in Yellow.

Steak Sandwich
Pizza
Pastrami
Barbeque

$24"

Sensationally
Priced from

67c
53c
59c
57c

Al! of our low, low prices !

HISTORIAN
Yellow, 17 jewels.
Shock-resistant. Unaaaaa ble mainspring.
Waterproof.’
Luminous dial. Dec

$24"

1111. year, eight 111011’ 1t,:,11 11)1.1111
1.1
Lambda Chi AIM..
,
All-College
the Ali-t’olicge intramural chumFinal Standings
pion.
1111414111.111111.1111 Standings
Pts.
ATO did it by scoring 1.324
Pts.
points for participating and win- Alpha Tau Omega
1.324
ning in the intramural sports Sigma Alpha Epsilon
801 DNP
5 Animals
1,104
offered for the 1964-65 school year. Delta Upsilon
428
18 %Ilea Hall
835
Last year, ATO scored 1.525 Animals
425
20
801 DNP 1.1r Fore,. ROT(’
points to finish ahead of Theta Sigma Nu
376
35
13 All
762
Chi and Phi Sigma Kappa.
340
24
9 ’Toad hall
’742
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Although ATO has won the 1111. Theta Chi
Army ROTC
333
15
7t6
college championship, it won’t get PiKappa Alpha
4 Markham liall
330
33
653
a trophy for it. Because the Inter. Delta Sigma Phi
er Patrol
310 DNP
504
FraternityCouncil recognizes only Allen Dail
s Fugitises
290 DNP
428
seven intramural sports. Int ra
sitars
257 DNP
Director Dan Unruh has made two,
Fraternity Standings
Finish Lust Fear
trophies available, one for the;
Pts.
fraternity champion and the other!
\ Did Not Partleipate
1,324
Alpha Tutu Omega
f,r the independent champion.
1.104
The Animals will take home the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
835
l’psilon
iraletiendent championship tro14,
sigma Nu
7142
which they won by scoring
sigma Phi Epsilon
742
points during intramural play.
715
Theta Chi
Ninety different teams pat ii
653
PiKappit Alpha
paled in the SJS intramural
1,.,,

t’ie year as the result of his efforts
with that team.
The AI my ROTC was named
winner of the team sportsman-ship
trophy. This award is given to
the team which shows the most
spirit and fair play.
This is the second straight year
a member of Alpha Tau Omega
has won the All -College Athlete
of the Year Award. Jim Pryor won
the trophy last

she seeimd straight

1.1111
year as 1964.

Prof Wins Lectureship
Before he came to the United
Dr. P. S. Wang, associate professor of business, has been award- States from China, Dr. Wang had
earned an LLB degree from Tsing
ed a Fulbright Lectureship to
Hua University and an MA degree
teach at universities in the Repubfrom Cheng Chi University.
lic of China fur the academic year
He also received an MA degree
1965-66.
from the University of Colorado.
Dr. Wang will teach research DBA degree from the University
met hodo logy and international of Washington, and did research
business. He is also expected to work at Columbia University. He
help business schools in Taiwan to joined the San Jose State College
faculty in 1962.
improve their curricula.

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
eat u res
111(.1..s Special
STE 1I $1.-15

HOLIDAY FAST SERVICE
Across from Library

539e$

Pilt)Fteth

By ROLAND ZECTIMEISTER
Tom O’Neill is an associate professor

it Integrity

Try our large variety of
quality meals at reasonable prices
U.K ON OVER
,,1111.1 Clara

One block fruits SJS

CASH for USED TEXTS
Yes

a

education

at

Prior to his coming here, O’Neill
chalked

up a stupendous career

and record of achievements, both
as an amateur athlete and as a
coach.
At the University of Michigan.
from which he graduated in
1948. the Spartan swim coach
sparked the varsity swim team
as a diver.
Diving for the Wolverines,
O’Neill made all-American, repeating the feat in 1948. During World
War II, the Spartan swimming
mentor won the one and three
meter diving championships at the
Mediterranean Theater of Operations I MTO) Allied Swimming
Championships in Rome, It a I y,
1944-1945.
Working towards his masters
gree at Stanford University,
Neill coached the Stanford divs.

While still at Stanford, the former ail -American coached the
swim team at Menlo School and
College. The following year he was
hired to teach history and social
sciences at that school, in addition
to coaching swimming.
"Many of the students attended
Menlo School and College as a
prepaartory school for Stanford,"
said O’Neill.
In 1953, O’Neill taught English,
history and social studies at Sequoia High School in Redwood
City.

O’Neill came to SJS in September of 1956, joining the faculty of
the San Jose State College physical education department, to become varsity swimming and varsity and freshman diving coach.
Under the coaching of O’Neill,
the Spartan varsity swim team
sent several swimmers (and one
divert to qualify for the NCAAK,
four years in a row.

Be like this young lady and
receive 500 + 100 on texts
to be used next fall.

In 1058, O’Neill raised and
contributed funds Itersonally to
send a swimmer, Art Lambert,
to the NCAAN, held that year in
Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Also top prices for discontinued texts.
will have

physical

Joining the faculty of MenloAtherton High School.. Atherton.
1954-1956, Tom O’Neill taught
physical education.

.41t.

DURING FINALS

CAL BOOK

of

SJS.

I

91 SOUTH FIRST STREET. Downtown SAN JOSE
Open Monday & Thursday ’til 9 p.m. .. Parking Tickets Validated
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE, SAN JOSE
Oven Mnn , Thu., &
’Ell 9:30 pro, Frre NI I ’rig in Front of Store

2

locations

OPEN SATURDAY

to serve you during finals week.

* 134 E. SAN FERNANDO
( 1 2

Coach Torn O’Neill
Has Amazing Slate
As Athlete, Coach

block from campus

FAST
COURTEOUS
SERVICE

across from library)

* 10th & SAN CARLOS
New Annex
to
Open Thursday
June 3

(AL
BOOK

In 1960, Spartan swimmer Tom
Macedo placed third in the NCAA
200 yard backstroke, and fourth in
the 100 yard backstroke, and then
went on to place in the AAUs, being the only SJS swimmer to so
place.
Piloted by the 5.15 swimming
uelitor, Spartan swlm teams
nate won the California State
College Championships in 1957,
In 1960, in 1963, and again in
1964.
During O’Neill’s four years of
coaching swimming at Menlo
School and College, that school
had four league championship
swimming teams. In 1956, at Menlo-Atherton High School, where
O’Neill coached swimming and water polo, the Menlo-Atherton water
polo team defeated number oneranked Palo Alto High School for
the league crown.
In the past, the Spartan swimming mentor has coached summer
swim teams. One summer team he
has coached is the Menlo Park
Summer Swim Team. Although he
won’t admit he deserves credit for
the accomplishment, the Menlo
Park Summer Swim Team skyrocketed from league cellar, where
it lay floundering when he first
took over as its coach, to league

championship the very next season.

virtiRTAN 1)511 V- 1

Wednecrhy lone ’I ’Inc’)
The 1.1040/61:Isia national trail.
and field coach, Dragon Petro vie, Is currently visiting SJS and
is helping several individuals on
the track team oith technique.
III visit is sponsored by the
State Department which oats ictor Milt-tic Director
si
Bob Bronzan’s trip to Yugoo:,
via last summer.
NP
8
20
83
24
13
ItS
NP
NP
NP

Don’t Give Up Yet!
Say your mind is muddled by
all-fighters and coffee nerves. And
. your history final and yoiar "sosh"
final are on the same day. And
you haven’t slept for 57 hours. Is
that what’s botherin’ ya’ flunky?
And you Just ran out of money but
you can’t sell your beaks yet.
Never give up, never give up.
Remember, finals begin June 3
at 1 p.m. Don’t miss them.

****************** *****
SMART STUDENTS
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Outstanding Goalie Has Praise for Spartan Team
WS, wilier P(110 goalie
the world, was a member of the
oslavia National water polo
at
which visited Spartan Pool.
iccently. He referred to SJS’ wn-

By ART 815111111l’Itti
The 1964-65 athletic year will officially end on June 19 when the
varsity track and golf teams will he among the tavorites in national
championship competition.
SJS met 57 teams in the 14 varsity sports and its record is as
follows: Cal, 10-6-0; Stanford, 9-7-1; Fre,:no State, 5-3-1; UOP (chief
rival), 8-5-0. Overall, SJS was 108.74-5 in dual wet competition and
only three teams had losing seasons.
Thus it was one of the most suecessful yPal’S in Spartan history.
The fall season featured the soccer team, which won the Far West
Championship, and the water polo team, which oas second in the
nation.
In winter sports, the basketball team finished seirmid for the
first time in 10 years, arid forwards Pete Newell and S. T. !Witold
were hailed as one of the best I’
011 the West Coast for
the following year. Rich ( ’liesv Or the gymnastic team piaced 11111)
in the sideliorse in national r
petition and sop)
wrestler
I.oren Miller was seventh in the national meet.
SJS was one of the dominant national figures in sprang sports as
the judo team won the national championship, the tennis (earn won
the league championship, and the golf and track team established
several individual records in quest of a strong bid for national championship honors.
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/1101 C;1117,11 110111111’. b.\
1111 1,111,
the U.S. .tlynipic team ’nail lalsasal
%1 /IS
Mg/0111’1061C
1,11.11N111
15011
boy tJack Likinsi is an 0111SIIIIItlthe hospitality extended ahn,ng his
U.S. visit. Ile said:
’The U.S. is senditw unpro\ed
teams to each Olympics, alai
hope that in 196.4 the U.S. will eisa
The It
referee ohs,
atorked the S.IS-Vitgloslav la
gaIlle has heel, as reteree Iii Wt. -rotational waiter polo
pet i
that for 16 years. Ile saki
/952 illingarian %tater Pah. 1,1111

pi
,1 111 I he Col) Istitit,
Seals
isdatatl, 55115 the
:at
Ite,1 water wilts tram lie 11441
1.% .r
seen, hut the 1964 V sighs ’dais tams team vs as definitely seemul.

"Perhaps the most memorable,
but certainly not the most pleasant v../iter polo game I ever witnessed. was the 1956 Hungary Russia waater polo game in the
Aladbourne, Austrialia Olympics,"
lie said. ’"rhe game was played
lust a fev, months lifter many
I tingaria Its had defected. ’fhe
’alle Was so blotaly, and sax many
penalties were called, that it 55 as
halted in the third quarter

BUY
CORTINA

Over .00,000 Others Did in 1964

Says C
Clark, in a Lan, ,’,
as he wheelad te ,. I.,ty
a!
Florida tv1.1

Woe!,

Track coach Bud Winter may have the last laugh on the skepticsi
I.
utos
lop
the 4th’
placejmmica’
who said Tom Smith wouldn’t have a chance in the 100-yard dash
ra. a at Sebring,
wafer
All
American
SJS
to
right
Left
are
POLO
PROWESS
:against perhaps the best field ever assembled in NCAA competition.
The statement was made because due to the length sit Smith’s ,
polo players Jack Likins, Frank Barnes, and Gary Read. SJS was
So buy Cortina 1500 - Cortina GT
legs and his comparatively slow pick-up in the first ’23 yards, it was
second in the nation in collegiate water polo rankings and was
iIf you earned a "8" average ,1 assumed
& Cortina Station Wagon
he could not recover in time to catch 9.2 sprinters.
the only team with three All-Americans.
: in your FALL SEMESTER you :
Two weeks ago, however, Smith’s start In the 100 was tio outIf every person who has purchased an imported car in the
I will receive an EXTRA 20% : standing that he hesitated for a ,,,,,, 114111 WI,,’,, 11,- astonishingly ’ ter polo team as a young
team ing Olympic prospect."
past four years had taken a 5 mile ride in a Cortina or
discount or savings of $50- * found himself In front of the field. Despite the he sitatio n after the
Nuskatirovic was surprised at
Anglia 1200 sedan, this country would be overrun with
with exceptional potential."
i $150 on CAR INSURANCE. i brilliant start, he ran 9.4.
Englit: Fords.
one of the few the responsiveness of the spectaThis scholastic discount is in eddi- i
Last week in the time trials he broke Ray Norton’s 75-yard dash I NtiskatirovIc,
.
-------------English-speaking members of the tors at the Spartan Pool, considSian to 2 -car, compact-car and
mink of 7.3 by .1 of a second. It is
cTAPT AT $1699 EQUIPPED,
offered
discounts
training
team, thought most American wa- ering water polo does not have the
idriver through
apparent to any track fan that
STATE FARM INonly
following in the U.S. that it has
ter
polo
teams
were
too
impatient.
$3933
PER
MO. WITH AVERAGE TRADE
Smith
possesses
one
of
the best
SURANCE
*
"In Europe, we pass the hall in Yugoslavia.
* finishes in track history. If he conTrade your present car even if you owe more
continually, and wait, wait, wail
LCALL_
* tinues his sudden improvement in
than its trade value
He was infurlatisl that HunPAUL J. SCOLA
for the good shot. Most Amerthe start and the initial pick-up of
gary’ had been aitratrded the
"With Credit OK, You May Drive
Off. 266-5908
ican teams are too anxious to do
his race, watch out!
0b1110/1. K0111 111111a1
V ’IgoRes. 266-5908
Away Today"
this, but I imagine the Anwrean
sins its anti
rell1illeeli that
*
*
*
lite referee ( from S1111111/ faHarvey Calame in the automobile business for
gams, are Insure interesting for u
Team Co-Captain Mike Gibetm,
vored Hungary.
over 30 years in Santa Clara County
spectator than are the European
speaking for the members of the
By AltT SINIBUItti
"Ilimgary had to score five goals
Karat-Si
track squad, wished to publicly
Daily Sports Editor
in the last quarter of its final
thank trainer Dave Blanchard for
The score was tied it) an extra WaS shocked at the inspired
the gold medal.
going far beyond the bounds of his inning intramural championship performance of the SJS youngsters game tat
Next to Woolworth’s Garden Center
The Hungarians had scored onIN
responsibility in aiding the partici- softball game between Pi Kappa
4855 Stevens Creek Boulevard
241-2095
;against our veterans. The Yugo- two goals with three minutes repants.
Alpha and the eventual winner.
Open eves. ’til 10 p.m., all day Sat., Sun 11 to 5
inns scored a close win over maining in the period. Our Irani
the Beavers.
*
*
*
PiKA pitcher Da v e Campbell.
The football team is extremely
grrnintranrrrmwrimirterrartmmTmnrwranirmnrimirm11711111111111
optimistic about Its prospects who had allowed only two hits,
will be open
next spring. New head roach rolled his ankle sliding Into second
1:30-3:30 MWF
Harry Andersson, coaches John base on a steal as a bad throw
Webb and Gene Nlenges anti re- from the catcher went into center
starting June 23rd
cent additions Ed Henke and field.
7
The I nit, r y prevented him
Darnell Bain.- appear to have
Come to Spartan Daily Office
from advancing to third. The
earned the respect lit the ,lay next batter hit a single which
J207-208 to place your classiwould have been the go-ahead,
fied ad. All ads must be paid
"When Henke says ’Hit’, we hit and ultimately the winning run,
hard
without
giving
it
a
second
as the Beavers did not score in
"cash in advance." A
for
thought," said one team member. the bottom half of the inning.
LOCALLY OWNED SINCE 1956
2 day deadline exists for all
It was a tragic conclusion of the
ads. Issues will come out Mon.
season for Campbell, whose accomNurses Hold Pinning
plishments this year (his Junior
& Weds. only. Deadline for
The Nursing Department will year( include a no-hitter, three
Mon. issue is Wed.; deadline
hold its annual pinning ceremony one- hitter, two additional onefor Wed, edition is Mon.
for graduating seniors in Concert hitters which he shared with Bill
Meyer, and several two-hitters.
Hall at 7 p.m. on June 10,
His season record was nine wins
Facilities Include:
and one defeat. He also is the
leading home run hitter on his
team and is considered one of the
best hitters in the league.
Campbell graduated from Hayward High and came to SJS in the
Will be here all summer. If you’re remaining in this area, we
fall of 1961. "I considered playing
invite you to drop in and get to know us. This summer TRI-C
intercollegiate football," said Dave,
is planning stimulating programs, varied speakers and invigorat"but since size is an important factor he is 5-11, 1751, I decided to
ing activities. At TRI-C we believe in building a sound foundajust play intramural’.."
tion for an intelligent Christian faith. Visit us soon!
Dave, who was runner-up to
Jim Pryor for the Athlete -of-the
Every Sunday
Year award last year, played end
on the football teana that %von
9:45 a.m. - 5:45 p.m.
the all -school championship, and
3rd & San Antonio
participated In basketball and
softball his freshman year.
College Department
The softball team came in secFaith Baptist Church
ond that year, and Campbell had a
9-1 record. "I had very little pitching technique at the time," said
Campbell. "For the most part, I
just threw the ball straight. I was
The Men of
9-0 going into the play-off game
against SAE, but my slider wasn’t
very effective that game, and I
lost 17-3."
The PiKA team, which won the
all -school trophy that year, was
also second in push carts with
Dave doing the pushing.
Due to lack of finances, Dave
didn’t attend school and conseDick Henry
Steve Barragar
quently didn’t pitch the following
year.
Ken Beatie
Mac Hodge
In his sophomore year (Dave’s
second v. e a r of competition),
Roger Kokores
Bill Bloodgood
Dave suffered a, broken collarRick Medeiros
Spike Boarts
bone In football, hut had an 8-3
record in the softball 141.11%On. lie
Larry Montgomery
Gary Breonerran
only gave up elle hit in two of
the three losses! On one of
Jim Pryor
Joe Buehler
these losses, as Lambda Chi Alpha player broke up Have’s noPete Rundall
Rich Carlson
hitter with as bunt slimly In the
Bob Siegal
Bill Davis
last inning.
.7 brunch experience." said
Tom Stewart
Bob Deasy
Campbell, "1 have learned to experiment with different pitching
Dave Thind
Mike Fink
techniques, and I have been able
to witness the result of different
Bob Vincent
Ron Ghio
grips on the ball and different reJim Yeates
leases. I don’t credit myself for
John Greaci
any innate ability. I feel that, with
Dallas Hall
practice, anybody can become a
good softball pitcher."
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P K. A Pitcher
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First Loss

CALAME’S TRADE CENTER
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Spartan Daily
Classifieds
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SAN JOSE HEALTH CLUB
For MEN e WOMEN
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ALPHA TAU OMEGA
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SPECIAL THREE MONTH SUMMER PROGRAM

SIGN UP NOW!

Look and Feel Like
A New Man This Summer

9th and
E. Santa Clara

Now Open Every Day
Including Sunday

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB

295-9910
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*********************** ********* *****************
Ir

Officers Selected

independent claus

Officers were elected last
week for Kaydett Corps, women’s auxiliary to the Spartan
Sabres.
Ann Linebarger was elected
commander; Linda Falba, deputy commander; Jana Dremann,
public relations officer; Linda
Luscher. finance officer; and
Ellen Buchanan, operations officer.

*****

*******************************************
By CAROLYN CLAt’s
Society Editor

Here we are! This last issue of the Spartan Daily marks the
conclusion of a busy semester and the end of my tenure as Society
Editor. It has been fun, but it has also been trying at times.

No one who has never dummied up pages, written up articles
and thought up headlines could possibly imagine the frantic hustle
and bustle that goes into pro...
ducing just one single page.
But, all in all, this past semester has proven to be quite an interesting one. The excitement
and glitter of the Miss SJS
Pageant, Derby Day. 10 Best
Dressed Coeds on Campus Contest. etc., have left their mark.
Buy unly the as you use
Now, they are no more ...
I hope my successor, Susie
The cars are the samel
Karig. finds the position as reThe price is the difference!
warding and enriching as I have.
I also hope that she will receive
WEEKEND SPECIAL
the same cooperation which so
SAVE MONEY! Pick up your car
very many people have shown
5/. BUDGET.
after 3 p.m. on Friday; return before
me.
IIINTA-CAR
9 a.m. Monday pay only two days
Have a happy summer!
rental.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
."""Reltausev114..
$5 pr 24.5011r day, 55 pay mild
Special Weekly Rafe
The brothers of Lambda Chi
The entire week for $69.00. No mileAlpha have named Maxine limnPHONE 295-1502
age charge. Pay only for the gas you
er,Alpha Phi freshman sociol141 South Fourth
use.
ogy major from San Mateo, as
Across from the library
their Crescent Girl for 1965.
4111.
THETA XI
The Theta Xi men concluded
their social calendar for Spring,
I
UNCLE J01121
5604’
1965, with their traditional
’,HELL!
NOW, ALINT SONYA,_HE
luau. The brothers decorated
ONLY WANTS ID TR EAT
OF ALL
E NSuO5 NFR 70 DATE NOT PANCMES?
their house in Hawaiian fashion
complete with plenty of palm
hianehes, which they acquired
by trimming trees for the Lou
Gatos High School.
DELTA GAMMA
Delta Gamma chapter president Laurie Vann will be among
90 other Delta Gamma collegiate chapter presidents who will
meet at Ohio State University,
June 19-2:3.
KAPPA DELTA
The ladies of Kappa Delta recently threw a surprise Hawaiian party for their social Chair.
man, Carol Sanchez.
CHI OMEGA
Chi Omega chapters from SJS.
’
University of California at
Berkeley, Los Angeles and Santa
iME DATES !IN6 DATEALIT- PANCAREiONLY 1 OF 39VARIETIES AT
Barbara, University of Southern
California and San Diego State
met in Palo Alto last month for
hiar annual Eleusinian State
San Jose - 1415 S. 1st. Santa Clara - 1680 El Camino Real
It.
and celebrated their 70th

Visiting SJS Peace Corpsmen
Find Humor ’a Welcome Change’
it, BAIt St tiIs frA"
.. find that
Peace Corp,
humor is a %%eleolite change of
Pace in their arduous training
schedule.
This, at least, is the opinion
of two recently returned SJS
volunteers, Marilyn Bell, 1964
journalism graduate, and Mike
Honda, former biological science
student.
Their recent return home for
is week marked the end of
three-and -a-half months of concentrated training at Camp Radley near Arecibo, Puerto Rico.

a full 24-hour day
a mile

reE

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE

b,

s

The Match Box

1

PINNINGS
Nancy Cheshire, sophomore German major from San Mateo, to
John Spencer, Delta Sigma Phi, junior electrical engineering major
.it the University’ of California at Berkeley.
LaVine (Scotty) Scott, Sigma Kappa, junior dietetics major from
Stockton. to Steve Joabos, Delta Upsilon, senior commercial arts
major front Palo Alto.
Sue Vint BusIsirk. Delta Gamma at Denver University, junior
advertising major from Kensington, to Phil Keeffe Tau Kappa
Epsilon at the University of California at Berkeley, senior advertising major Irian Long Beach.
ENGAGEMENTS
Sylvia Ann Starks, employed as an elementary school teacher
in Shreveport. Louisiana. from Shreveport, to Andy Anderson, senior
social science major employed as a designer for the Palo Alto Citatom Buildings Company from Sunnyvale. They will be married in
December.
WEDDING
Donna Grittier, Gamma Phi Beta, senior elementary education
major from San Jose, to MArtin Wool. Sigma NIt, SJS graduate
v.,‘Ve
from Nlorswa.
rinrcTran-re

25’

Et

SJS PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS who visited campus recently
are Mike Honda (I.) and Marilyn Bell. With six other Bay Area
students, they were part of a 28 -member trainee cycle for El
Salvador in Latin Am-rrica. Trained at Camp Redley near Arecibo,
Puerto Rico, they will work in urban community development for
two years.

1

FABULOUS OFFE

IRISH SERENADE
"On St. Patrick’s Day," Marilyn recalled, "we were awakened
at 5:30 a.m. by the harmonica
of Jim Stevens. physical education supervisor, who played
’When Irish Eyes Are smiling.’
Ile was dressed all in green and
looked more like an elf than a
staff member."
Most mornings, according to
Marilyn, the men and women
exercised separately, but to celebrate St. Patrick’s Day, the
women decided to lead the men
in calisthenics.
"Exercises for the girls, naturally, are different from those for
men," Marilyn related. "Six of
us began leading 22 fellows with
an exercise in which the arms
are extended straight out to the
side at shoulder level.
"Arms then are bent until the
hands touch the shoulders, then
extended again to the sides at
shoulder level. One fellow suddenly realized that the exercise
was for bust building and began
to chant in rhythm to the movement, ’I must . . I must . . .
I must improve my bust.’ at
which point we all broke up."
’CIIICKEN-SITTING’
"Once," Marilyn recalled. "all
the men were away for an entire
week. This left the girls with
the responsibility of caring for
the 26 chickens which the fellows
were raising.
"Unfortunately’, one of the
chickens died. All of the girls
were worried that the fellows
would think we had been careless and the chicken had died
as a result.
"We really didn’t think that
girls from a nearby Peace Corps
eamp would know one of their
chickens from ours, so we silent--.tole over to make a simple

ex,11,tne one dead
one live one. Well, we got caught
red-handed.
"Then we decided the next
best thing to do was to send a
post card telling the men what
had happened."
HUMOROUS SIGNS
"On our return." Mike recalled, "to further offset the
’tragedy,’ the girls put up signs
along the road saying: ’Chicken-our specialty,’ Seenie Early
Morning Runs.’ and ’Welcome to
the Radley Hilton.’"
"Our plans worked," Marilyn
Interjected, "and we were forgiven."
Following a week’s vacation,
Marilyn and Mike reported to
Miami, Fla., their embarcation
point for San Salvador, the capital of El Salvador, where they
will serve for two years.
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Dine Out
and Relax
Too tired to cook? Why
not treat yourself to a delicious meal at Bohannon’s.
Nowhere can you relax in
more delightful atmosphere, and certainly nowhere
can you find excellent cuisine to equal Bohannon’s. But
more than that, dining out is
the ideal way to
fun it’s
start or end that special evening.

a

Also, don’t forget that
Bohannon’s has ample parking space for your convenience.
Enjoy your next meal at

CY 2-1266
1401 S. First St.
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,

HEAD FOR Vett
DURING
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w STORE

330 So. 10th St.

Across from the Men’s Dorms

OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M. DURING FINALS
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Bonus Week thru June 11
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COLLEGE MENSUMMER HELP
A [atoned number of applications are now being accepted
for 11-13 week summer employ men, in sales.
Internatronally known concern with
offices in all principal cities.
Last year those accepted
averaged c:isr S130 a week

- Center Plans Summer Sessions To Begin Senior Faces
Summer Job Possibilities- Busy Program With June 21 Registration Trial Here
Few Positions Available For Students
On June 14

The summer jub uUlltnik for SJS ;
Summer prow:mils Ill line lot t’i’As aria tie jobs come under three
is fast becoming a oar-’ classifications for men and women. national Student Center, 285 S.
row field of available positions.
These jobs are both temporary and Market St., have been scheduled
38 SCHOLARSHIP
through August, with the center
AWARDS RANGING
Some jobs on and off-campus permanent part-time.
FROM $203-7,2,000
are available through the EconomThe first category is jobs begin- office remaining open through the
ic Opportunity Act Work - Study ning now and lasting until school summer for international students
3 SCHOLARSHIPS
Program for those students who is out on a part-time basis. Second needing help in any way, according
AWARDED WEEKLY
classification includes both part - to Mrs. Geneva Vaughan, center
qualify.
Pleasant, constructive work,
director.
Most available jobs are off- and full-time summer jobs.
all cars furnished.
Friday evening programs will
Final category is those jobs
campus, according to an assistant
Call
as usual, with ballroom
to Mrs. Phyllis Headland, director which are part-time now, continu- continue
lessons scheduled from 7
MR. A. L. MERCER
of part-time placement.
ing through the summer and the dance
to 8 p.m. each Friday. First pro362 6468, San Francisco
For women, there are mainly coming school year.
gram on the summer schedule is
- Or Students wishing to inquire into
clerical jobs, a lot of live-in babya "Surprise Party" planned for
834-3626, Oakland
sitting positions and some jobs in job opportunities may do so at the this Friday night at R.
297-6680, San Jose
Placement Center ADM234. The
recreation.
A graduation "Farewell Dance
Men students may find jobs in center will remain open throughParty" will begin at 8 p.m. the
ALTERNATE PAY PLANS:
stumonths
for
stations,
and
summer
the
general
labor,
service
out
Starting Salary $520 per month
following Friday. That weekend
some clerical and recreation posi- dents wishing to obtain jobs.
or Straight Commission
will also feature a Sunday afterPlacement Center hours are P
tions.
noon picnic stsmsored by the Sarato those accepted after 3 day
Miscellaneous jobs are still open a.m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m. Mon- toga Junior Women’s Club. Stuindoctrination period.
for both men and women.
day through Friday.
dents wishing to attend may sign
up at the center.
June 18 will feature a 6 p.m.
"Hobo Stew Potluck" and the June
’25 program will include films and
a panel discussion beginning at
8 p.m.
SNGLE WOMEN, 7’ IS ))1550 GIRL -..) share mce 2 barn. un
K.’
Tour planned for the month of
$28 into, for next yr., with 2 June will be to Angel Island. SignI
.amp: Program
)’)11111===111.1
,1 Pam, 286.5371.
Cr.- T0irl;n5
Dirr
ups are being taken at the cent’i
WANTED
,npinqCamperaft. Arts & drai
WEST S.J. - 3 bdrrn., 2 bath apt., w/w
for this tour, which will will tia,
5,,,-:-qCamp Store, Western 12))1
..nd $ 150. 378.6550.
DAWN SCHOOL (K hi
place on June 26, leaving the eel,
,erep cou,se,ors or teacher
GIRL ROOMIE(S) to share house near
-- 2? to Auq. 25. SJSC at
ter at 8 a.m.
17530h9
Festivities for July will
RENTALS
FALL
&
SUMMER
MAN TO WK. EVES. to se-II
GET YOUR SHARE
with a "Holiday Dance" at 8
I
244.6900.
on July 2 at the center. A 9 p
Garage
STUDENT TO LIVE IN oriy. borne. Par!
fireworks display is scheduled ft,
Water & Garbage paid
& 1 I. Ow t -n s
GOING TO MEXICO? E
SUMMER RATE
the Fourth of July.
,th & sip
$27 ,
A "Walk Amund the Rill-.
NATION’S NO, 1 LEADER IN INSUR
te to SJS
ANCE
Party" will be held on July It
294.4952
and a beach party on July 11,
3 ROOM HOUSE ,or rent for SU,1,61’.
MEN BOARD THIS FALL )) 7.."
TJr.
A Hawaiian luau potluck is planned
car-anus. $120 M,
for July 16.
CCI’7
Square dancing is featured on
PLOOtr.
the program for July 23 and the
-505E
1
292-1105 ^
final July program, July 30, will
er
r-iln
r
rImo
EE MAJOR.
Jciont - bottom 11
feature a film and discussion of
e
t o r ,.
o
1Jiene
me and some phone !lumber.) Viet Nam.
)56 PORSCHE
Activities planned for the month
PERSONALS Ill
of August include it park picnic.
$21,
55 CHEV
another beach party, a farewell
DEAR MARSHA: Wi’l sell at Spartan
party for the Mali students, pot’59 TR3
15,15r the most. John.
HEY YOU !!
luck and film, "A Night in the
’60 VOLVO
NEED ,,-61e,no 2 practice Italian with Philippines" anti another square
Laura 286-3757.
dance session.
’63 HONDA 50
A welcome buffet lunch will be
held for new international stu64 VESRA 90
orient:11am. The
AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet dents during fall
luncheon will be held on Sept. 13
64 CORVAIR SPYDER
1256 5386 449 W San Carlos
from no’ in 1,, 2 p.m. at the center.
TYPING - Terre papers thesis etc
60 CORVAIR
Pica electric. 243-6313.
ONE AND TWO bedroom apts. No,.
’ no. Summer rates. 523 E. Reed St TYPING-All kinds. IBM electric. Wort
59 RFNAU1T
quaranteed Jo Vine, 378.8577.

,tudents

Spartan Daily Classifie

"This year’s summer sessions
will definitely start with six and
10-week registration on June 21,"
Dr. Leo P. Kibby, dean of educational services and summer sessions, reminded SJS vacation scholars today.
Despite the fact that many secondary schools will not dismiss
until Friday, June 18. summer
sessions registration will begin on
June 21. Dr. Kibby has arranged
a one-week delay for the 1966
summer term, but it does not
apply this year.
The seven-day intersession week
courses will be offered June 14-18.
Registration for the four-week
session in August is scheduled for
Friday, July 30.
He re-emphasized that this summer’s variety of courses, workshops and institutes, offered on
week
ten
one -two-four-six-and
bases will start on schedule.
When tuition was raised $3 to
this year’s $17 per unit level, adassumed
officials
ministration
there might be an enrollment decline because of the added expense.
Summer enrollment last year was
12.000.
"However, our application turnin is running well ahead of schedule, and we have no evidence of
,ny decrease in enrollment," said
’Can Kibby, He stated that 55 per

Int1=11111111P

111111:=11E1111

111111=1111111111

64 SW_UKI

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS - Furn. 2
$P0 $100 summer, $164 fall
V Mgr #6 295.T494.
_
LOW SUMMER RATES - 1, 2, & 3
.n. Apts. Jo-Mar Hall, 467 S
2- -?17. Spartan Hall, 65 S. 11th

)53 JAGUAR )

60 TR3
VW ENGINES
1.54 DESOTO

7%4 777:

58 FORD
CH6PRY 27 V

EXCELLENT TYPING done in my home
Call 252.5793.

SUMMER BIKE STORAGE
Only
until
HOUSE tor 5.6 serious, responsible men next Sept.
We .50 ’Dui good used
-ner, 5192/fall. 12 me. lease
6,4nt. 379.9513.
297-4604
Ion OFF - Girls. Modern 1 & 2 bdrrn BUYING AT TOP PRICES - plus bonus
.
)))) , In Bookstore.
Ii. Ice Closets + 1/2 blk
1- 292 132/.
EXPERT TYPING --- Hr -page, electric
...In ao-a 745 7599.
). 7 1-,106.) lure., unf
LOW RENT
s
a 295 8514, 29$
TRANSPORTATION (9)
SUMMER RENTALS as low as $45
,I 292 9400.
NEED RIDE
ot Michigan. Aft.
Snain
Doug. 292-7236.
New apt’.., I & 7 :
SUMMER RATES
a crpt.. elec. kit.
460 S. 4th, RIDERS TO EAST COAST - Northern
lire 10th. 294-9351.

61 GnRVAIP
-

4 e

63 PONT. CAT.

WEDDING

100

NEFD RIDE

SPACIOUS NEW APARTMENTS
FOR FALL

114013,,SALE 131
fnr

$79

r

’7

’Al 01

nIrr

MC:)Nf

l

a Isar,

136 4447.

lie

. rodur rlrnd
_

SUMMER OR FALL - 1 bdrma 2 cr
& qet. 460 S. 6th.

BIKE
PROFESSOR’S

TYPING SERVICE - East Son Jose 258-4335

LARGE

WANTED - 1 roommate for summer
.tS1 S. 5th, #5. Call Fran, 286 -

HOME

SHARE unapp. apt.
FOLK GUITAR
4775.
()..) -366
,
.
- , MALE - Over 21. to there 2 bdrm.
FOUR HARNESS REDWOOD LOOMI dupe’ with I other. 551 E. St. James
I SUMMER RENTALS - $25 per person.
-- Water & gbg. pd. 628 S. 10th. #1.
JUNE BRIDE?
295-8732. Call after 4:00 p.m. Also de70 or pot, ’aloe
fall semester.
551.
share --2 bdrrn.
1 OR 2 GIRLS
2930 241.3084.
.
siti 2 GOOD AS NEW ITEMS!
NEED GIRL TO
. icr
.

r)tri
W0001N); BAND

’1.

STEREO
;WANTED 14)
COLLEGE
Sntirnar sto-I
vaswino for lirnied
in major Noi.
inriesentattve
nein
AA Al
Co.
era,

STUDENTS
f. Now inter
men this campus
Calif. cities for far
of Dcn.etstic P.
For interview aPol

I beim,
p I. Laund,
1145.
FEMALE ROOMMATES WANTED FOR
option for Fall. House al
SUMMER
286.2876.
?t
2 bdrina (urn. 1
RATES----:SUMMER
.-.nr not.: 2 nersc,n5 $60:
Fmn
REDUCED SUMMER RATES

MARRIED COUPLES

FURN. ))) r
2 BLRM. r,ro. errl I 1,

I.

Sao

1r el.

to.c.
2 TO SHARE Icon 2 et
a ’’71-ibe. 286 t"-t-t MEN & WOMEN STUDENTS
I ea, $75
,
- ref lure,
ao
5135
I tr.. lalnsi ,r or,smo
$85 summer: $160
r ,r^,1 eat, h
.
’
.
Modern. Girls urea,
,i,Itant. 249:2688.
HEE P US
your usod SUMMER RATE
Neat clean rem.
i
els. Spar.
.r.rno pre, 4 men, $130 month
I/ft S. I2t6. AL 2-4436.
BABYSITTER WANTED
2 3 weekends WANT - 2-3 male roommates to share
-1. 297-0915.
5 bedroom furnished house. Want son
to help lei;
MATURE ----1 -hildron for out individuals w,lIie
house dean. Contact Bob or Jelly i.
435 S. 7th St.. 292 5872. Root $11.
SUMMER WORK -apiece.
. erviciwing MEN
GIRL needed fo share unapt,. ent.I
’sd )..oles. AI)),
with 3 for Fall. 293-1578.
1,1,11b)n, CO 477.9715,

SHARE

IBM, Start June
- castes Valley area

AW,TRALIAN GIRL warts companion to
t
U S
CH 1.1753
ommt WANTED to N.Y. area. Share
/
.o 10. AN 9-8432,
NEED RIDERS to --b-l-orth Dakota and
area. Aft. 6/13. 241-8962.
NEED RIDER par’ or all the way to
A
, - 12 1
758-2380.
TEACHER WILL TAKE i riders to
Leav,rct 6/12. 379-6815.
NEED RIDER all or part wayto
Steve.
WANTED
--RIDERS to San Antonio.
,
I 252-0635, aft. 6 p.m.
NEED RIDE
-28-6-5189,

ROTC To Begin
Summer Activities
With Commissions

The SJS Army ROTC detach
ment will begin its summer act i’
ities with a June 11 commission’:.
ceremony in the college chapel.
The detachment will commission!
19 cadets as Second Us.
The jUni01)8 in the detachmei,,
will undergo a six -week training
session at Fort Lewis. Wash. They
will report to Ft. Lewis on June
IS and will remain there until
July 29.
In other campus military activity, the AFROTC detachment will
also hold rommissioning ceremoIt The 10 3.111, cerenies on
monies will commission Eli cadets
as Second 1,1s. Major McCloskey
will administer the oath.
The Air Force juniors will also
attend summer camp. There are
two separate encampments scheduled. the first at Fairchild AFB
from June 13 to July 10. The second group will report to Hamilton
AFB on July 25 and will remain
until August ’20.
The two four-week sessions will
irovide physical training, survival
raining and some flight training.
The flight training will include a
30-minute flight in a T-33, two.
seat jet trainer.

bulletin board! For quick results
in the otherwise chaotic days
before school starts, see us from
10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Daily.
For those who are attending
summer school, the Spartan
Daily will take Classified Ads
on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday, starting June 23, from
1:30-3:30 p.m. BP sure to fake
advantage of our low summer

rates!

SJS senior Ronnie Muranaka. 21,
of 724 S. Sixth St., faces trial June
14 in Santa Clara County Superior
Court, as the result of a fatal automobile accident March 7.
Muranaka is charged with being
behind the wheel of his car when
It collided with another auto. Mr.
and Mrs. Hubert Greer, a San Jose
couple in the

other car,

died, as

did SJS senior George A. Coleman, 23, Muranaka’s roommate.
The accident took place at South
Seventh and Virginia Streets.
Two daughters of the deceased
couple have filed suit against Mu-

ranaka for $70,000 in general and
special damages.
In other court action, sentence
be pronounced June 18 on
318 S.

will

Richard Carl White, 20,
10th St.
reduced

He pleaded guilty to a
charge

of misdemeanor

manslaughter, resulting from

tal

a fa-

crash March 12 at South Sev-

enth and Humboldt Streets.
A Sunnyvale mother died in that
accident.

Serate Education Committee To Hear
V! To !tinily Portion of Fisher Act

ea)
Tall Shops

The Milias Hill No. 1275, the Committee pass the bill, it isne
HIGH FASHION
Senate floor vote 5111,1
Des Innen tor
latest in proposed state education still hurdle a
Taller Than Average
meet Gov. Edmund G. Brown’s
or Lono.Walsted
legislation, will go before the Senapproval.
ate Education Committee for its
Earlier this mont h, the bill
42 East San Antonio
first hearing today at 1 p.m.
passed the Assembly FAlucation
Downtown San Jose
porthe
negate
would
The bill
Committee and the Assembly floor
CY 3-7616
fourcontroversial,
the
tion of
Vote.
distinwhich
Act,
Fisher
year-old
guishes between so -called "academic" and "non-academic" subjects. The proposed legislation favors academic standing for all subject areas taught in grades seven
through 12.
Repair of Volkswagen - Mercedes - Porsche
More than 16 statewide organizations are supporting passage of
the legislation, proposed by Assemr 148
blyman George Minas of Gilroy.
Representatives in business edu850 Lincoln Ave.
MASTER MECHANICS
San Jose 25, Calif.
cation from the University of
Trained in Germany
292-5675
Zollenkopf
Werner
Southern California, in education
from the Universit of California
Los Angeles; and in agriculture
fnini the California Polytechnic
College at San Luis Obispo, are
iimong the witnesses lined up by
Artist Supplies
milias to speak on behalf 1 the
hill.
Stock Picture Frames
Should the Senate Educii ,

Mechanics trained in Europe
for perfection in San Jose

jR0PA

GARACU,

Huge Selection of Prints

Library Clearance
Deadline Tuesday
All books must be returned to
the Library and all fines cleared
by next Tuesday.
Students failing to meet tia
deadline may have their charges
sent. to the Cashier’s Office, where
a $2 collection fee will he added.
If the library records are not
cleared by the end of the semester, grades and transcripts will be
withheld by the registrar.
Students needing books for term
papers or finals beyond the deadline, may request extended loans
at the circulation desk in the Central Library Building. No books
will be charged beyond June 11,

Orphan Certification
War orphans under Public
634 may sign certifications for
May and June in the Registrar’s
Office, ADM102, window nine, beginning June 3, 4, 7, and ft

Since this is the
last issue of the
Spartan Daily, we cannot accept any more ads. We hope
your summer is an enjoyable
one. The classified advertising
office will open next fall on
Monday, Sept. 13, one week
before school starts. If you will
need housing, a roommate, a
ride to school, or if you have
to sell something quickly, remember the Spartan Daily
Classified section is the campus

w91994159""’"witelfaXIMMINSMININNI
cent of the suninpr students are
returning teachers, while most of
the remaining 45 per cent are
regular students.
Another of Dean Kibby’s future
concerns is the influx of high
school graduates who will use summer sessions to start college work
Although questionnaire results still
are being compiled, he reports "a
favorable response showing a large
turn-out of entering freshmen
starting this summer."
SJS will provide the facilities
and resident faculty leadership for
five National Defense Education
Act Institutes this summer. Subjects and directors of the intensive
training sessions are as follows:
"Educational Media Specialists,"
by Dr. Harold Haller; "Elementary
School English Teachers," under
Dr. Sydney Tiedt; "Secondary
School History Teachers," by Dr.
James High; "Recent Developments and Innovations in Reading
Instruction," under Dr. Robert
"Teachers in
and
Bainbridge;
Spanish," by Dr. J. Reid Scott.
Foundation
Science
National
Mathematics Seminars for elementary, junior high, high school and
Junior college level instructors will
he led by Dr. James Smart, Dr.
Howard
Dr.
Fowler,
Kenneth
Myers, and Dr. Lester H. Lange,
respectively.

ci1.57

3s
Since 1916

2nd Street
and Valley Fair Center
112 S.

STUDENTS
If you want a good
summer job, call Mr.
Johnson at 293-4982
between 9:30 and 11:30 A.M.

Soles Work-Great Books of the Western World

BE PREPARED . . .
Somebody may not be
as safe a driver
Z.-.1

SA I- 1: As (OFF /f

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NoDozTM keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee. Yet
Doz is faster, hand ier, more
reliable. Absolutely not habitforming. Next time monotony

makes you feel drowsy while
studying, working or driving,
do as millions do ... perk up
with safe, effective Noltoz
Keep Alert Tablets,
woe flee anew of Greys Labototortee.

Contact Ed Lion, your
local Farmers Insurance
Group agent, and let
him put you in the safe
drivers seat.
5191 Camden Ave.
269-5191
ai--11n-.8-S2S211:M
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2200 To Receive Degrees Friday, June 11
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Trustee Heilbron
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GRADUATION EDITION
Four Graduates Earn
’Outstanding’ Awards
our nieinlie!, of the graduating
of 19ti:i %ere reeently
named a, the oiiitanding ,4iliors at ,.1S.
Dr. Hobert I). tlark..oIlege president, presented the awards
at the eighth Annual 1sIt Recognition Banquet on May 23.
a 1111,1 .1, "III -1.111.1111;2
were V. emly Ann Monk, home
s ologN : Kathleen Diane Miller, elementary
et. lllllll ies and
education: Bruce J. ’MacDonald, accounting; and Jack Edwin
Perkins, history.
Miss Morck is a member of the
"Mademoiselle" College Board and
was recently named as one of the
Ten Best Dressed Women at SJS.
She is listed in Who’s Who Among
Students in American Colleges and
Universities and is a member of
Phi Upsilon Omicron, national
home economics honorary. The
San Jose miss is on the Deans’
List with a 3.6 overall GPA. She is
also recipient of the Singer Sewing
Machine Company’s trip to Europe
and a La Torre Award for service
to the college community,
0I7TSTANDING WOMAN
As immediate past president of
AWS, Miss Miller is one of the 50
Outstanding Women at SJS. Besides being listed in Who’s Who
she has been presented the La
Torre Award for the past two
years. Miss Miller is secretary of
Chi Omega sorority and a member
of the College Life Committee.
Her hometown is Napa, Calif.
MacDonald is the immediate
past ASB attorney general and is
a member of Blue Key, men’s honorary society. At the Recognition
banquet MacDonald was presented
with a $100 Student Government
Merit Scholarship and also the La
Torre Award. The resident of
Newport Beach is treasurer of
Spartan Shields and in past years
has served as chairman of Sigma
Chi Derby Day and on the Parent’s Day Committee.
FORMER TREASURER
A former freshman class president, Perkins is immediate past
ASB treasurer. He comes from
Loyalton and is vice president of
Blue Key. A member of Sigma
Phi Epsilon, Perkins was recipient
of a 1965 La Torre Award. He is
a member of the Financial Advisory Board and chairman of the

ASS Awards Board.

Dear Graduating Senior:
On behalf of our faculty and staff,
I am pleased to congratulate you on the
the occasion of your graduation from
San Jose State College.

Special Sections
Salute Graduates,
Review Semester
The two special sections of the
last Spartan Daily for spring
semester, 1965, salute the graduating seniors with a forecast of
job prospects in the area, a news
review of their last semester at
SJS, and humorous features about
their campus life.
As John Keats explained in his
recent book, "The Sheepskin Psychosis." the peculiar virtue of college "lies in the fact that it is
the only social institution we have
where a man may dwell for a time
surrounded by a disproportionate
number of bright people.
"He hones his wits against theirs
with every intellectual facility provided him; he is under no obligation other than to speculate as
Widely and deeply as he wishes
over libraries of information."
Although attending college has
become somewhat of a social obsession, graduation is an achievement reserved for only the four
of 10 entrants who emphasize
learning rather than grades and
do not attend just for status or
security.
Graduates look back on a varied trail of footprints. Some of the
steps go around in circles muddled
by their own tracks; others are
characterized by dragging heel
marks. Most recently the steps
would be deep and pointed. In a
rapid, head -long rush to the goal.
The g r ea tee t footprints, for
which the undergraduates are most
indebted, are the giant steps of
solid creativity to be made by
an SJS graduate.

I hope you were able to achieve a
concentration of courses leading to a
meaningful career. Of more importance, I trust you experienced the kind of education here that will both
enlarge your personal satisfactions and enable you to adapt yourself to our
rapidly changing world.
Please accept my best wishes for fulfillment and success in the years
ahead.
PRES. ROBERT D. CLARK
-

--

ASB President Hendricks Praises
’Significant Accomplishments’
It is traditional at this time of year for the Student Body President to
thank and congratulate the graduating seniors. As graduates you deserve
the commendation and recognition of the entire academic community. for
graduation represents a significant accomplishment in the educational
process.
However, graduation does not mean the end of your education nor
should you be "thanked" for taking advantage of many other people’s contributions and efforts. Learning in the modern world has become a lifetime
pursuit and it is more and more becoming a privilege.
As you leave San Jose State do not forget or discount your debt to the
college. Your educational status is a direct and relative result of your own
efforts, since the opportunities for educational excellence have been provided
for you by the college; it is left to you to take advantage of them.
Consider, also, this quotation from George Peabody: "Education is a
debt due from present to future generations."
JOHN HENDRICKS

The annual Commencement Exercises will be held Friday, June
11, at 6:30 p.m. at the Spartan
Stadium. The ceremony will be
preceded by an academic procession from the rim of the stadium
to the football field, where the faculty and graduates will be seated.
The ceremony will start with an
Invocation to be delivered by the
Rev. Herbert G. Read, minister of
the Church of Christ, Milwaukie,
Ore.
Greetings from the Boa rd of
Trustees of the California State
Colleges will be given by Albert
J. Ruffo, vice chairman and San
Jose attorney.
The SJS a cappella choir, under
the direction of William J. Erlendson, professor of music, will perform "Salvation Is Created" by
Tschesnokoff, "Benedictus Quivenit" by Liszt and "Ye Shall Have
a Song" by Thompson.
The commencement address will
then be given by Louis H. Heilboon, a member of the Board of
Trustees.
Presentation of degrees for candidates will be by Dr. John W.
Gilbaugh, dean of the college, and
SJS President Robert D. Clark
will grant credentials and degrees.
Father Laurent Largente, chap-

LOUIS H. HEILBRON
. .. Trustee to speak
lain to Catholic college students,
will deliver the benediction.
The SJS Symphonic Band, directed by Vernon B. Read, assistant professor of music, will complete the ceremony with the recessional.
The Registrar’s Office reports
that there are 2,000 candidates for
bachelor’s degrees while 270 graduate students will receive master’s
degrees.

Semester Headlines
Inauguration Events
Highlight of the Spring semester
was the inauguration of Dr. Robert
D. Clark as SJS President.
Formal ceremonies installed Dr.
Clark as the 18th president of SJS.
A personal friend of Dr. Clark, Dr.
0. Meredith Wilson, president of
the University of Minnesota, was
the keynote speaker.
Another top news story during
the semester was the election of
John Hendricks as ASB president.
The election saw a record number of 5,161 students turn out to
fill executive and legislative posts.
Hendricks, senior social science
major, gathered 2,355 %.otes to capture the ASB presidency. Jerry
Spotter won the vice presidency by
capturing 2,455 votes.
The spring semester also welcomed such favorites as Spartacamp, the annual "think" weekend
at Asilomar, on the Monterey Peninsula.
SPARTACAMP
Spartacamp also figured into the
news when Student Council failed
to accept the appointment of Dan
Dahlen as Spartacamp Director by
Hendricks.
Three faculty advisers to Spartacamp, Dr. Fainted J. Rinn, assistant professor of political science;
Dr. Billie B, Jensen, assistant professor of history; and Dr. Mervyn
Cadwallader, associate professor of
sociology, submitted their resignation following council’s 1-7-5 vote
against Dahlen.
The unveiling of the controversial "Spardi" statue also made
headlines during the semester.
At one time the statue’s thin
legs prompted a member of student
council to refer to the statue as an
"emaciated" chicken.
"Spardi" now draws raves from
campus visitors and SJS students
alike.
The seven-foot cast aluminum
statue was commissioned by council in cooperation with the ASB
Art Planning Committee,

hired by the student legislators to
sculptor the art piece.
A crisis facing the California
State Colleges, namely monetary,
found support among faculty and
students at SJS during this past
semester.
The faculty staged a march on
campus in full academic regalia on
Friday May 14 and then bussed to
Sacramento to seek aid from the
state legislators.
STUDENT GROUPS
Student groups formed to assist
the faculty in trying to restore a
faculty pay cut of 1.8 per cent.
The entire problem is still not
over as the state senate must still
pass on a 10 per cent pay raise for
state college faculty members.
While the faculty problems
aren’t answered, neither are the
problems confronting the student
groups.
Students for Excellence in Education (SEE) and Collegians for
Educational Responsibility (CER)
have both been having troubles.
SEE is engrossed in internal
strife and CER has had problems
gaining t em por a ry recognition
from Student Council.
CER’s problem was solved last
Wednesday but SEE must still face
its problem head on.
OTHER EVENTS
Some of the other significant
events that SJS students, faculty
and administrators participated in
were the Inter-Fraternity Council’s "Sparta Sings"; the Fine Arts
Area’s production of "My Fair
Lady"; Sangha Club’s symposium
"Approaches to the Self"; Engineering Week; Annual Alumni
Week; the appearance of Margaret
Mead, noted anthropologist, and
the recent lecture by Wilson Hall.
NBC newsman.
For many students the finals
will be the last ones, as they will
close out the semester receiving
diplomas, degrees and credentials

Daryl Webb, SJS graduate, was to climax their collegiate careen.

’!’’,day, June 2, 191:15
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Lowell C. Pratt
Honored at Dinner
Lowell C. Pratt, publications
manager at SJS for 18 years, will
be honored Saturday evening on
the occasion of his retirement, at
a dinner at Lou’s Village.
Professor Pratt is SJS’s first
full-time publications manager. He
ran the office alone until three
years ago when James Noah became his assistant. Noah will succeed him.
The first publications office was
located in Room 17 of Tower Hall.
It consisted of nothing more than
a typewriter in the middle of the
Spartan Daily newsroom.
He later moved his office to the
old barrack s, where the PER
building now stands. He had a
small office at the back of a classroom.
The office was then moved back
to Tower Hall in a room by itself.
In 1950, Professor Pratt moved
his office to the Administration
Building where it is still located.
From 1947 to 1956, he was a
part-time instructor in journalism.
He said that the most memorable events during his service at
SJS were the inaugurations of Dr.
John T. Wahlquist and Dr. Robert
D. Clark and the 1957 Centennial
Celebration, which he took an active role in preparing.
Professor Pratt has been formally honored by the American
Public Relations Association
(Western Regional which presented an award to him in January;
and at the same time by the State
Colleges when they bestowed him

with the title "Dean of the PR
Directors."
He is the former editor and copublisher of the Selina Enterprise,
Selma, Calif. Professor Pratt start-

Boarding House Life Is Noteworthy
B., 1111 I. WATSON
I
once of publicity
In regards to living quarters on
this campus goes to the giants in
the field. The fraternities, sororities, housing monopolies and dorms
get the lion’s share of coverage.
But what of the little two- or
three-unit rooming houses wherein
a great percentage of SJS students
live?
Very little is actually known
about these necessary living units
and the students which reside
therein.
This situation ean hest be remedied by introducing you to the
typical residents of a typical SJS
rooming house.
Such a rooming house is bleated
on south Fifth Street a few blocks
from the school. Its residents rep-

Spartan Shie!ds
VI’cr!- on Project
At Children’s Camp
Spartan Shields.
LOWELL C. PRATT
. . . former publications manager toen’s service organization, recented his news career as a cub report- lY held its pledge-active service
er on the Pomona (Calif.) Progress project at the Easter Seal Crippled
in 1913.
Children’s Camp in Santa Clara
Professor Pratt’s immediate County*
plans after retirement are to rest
At the camp the Shields did
and to visit his daughter and her
aardening work, painted cabins,
family in Maryland this October.
and took inventory of food supply
.nd tools Inc maintenance.
GRADUATING CLASS
Shields held initiation last
The class of 1949 had 1029 graduating students. In 1945, 276 stu- Those initiated include Jack 1501 dents received degrees. Degrees kett, Jim Caldwell, Bob Chaffet,
were given to 500 students in Dick Clopton, Al Connolly, Bob
Davies, Gary Fitschen, Clark Hein1947.
rich, Lee JuIllerat and John
Kloster.
01 hers ;ire Rich Merritt, Paul
Morey. Dennis Philpot, Ken
Shackelford (outstanding pledge),
Mike Shore, Jerry Spotter, Rich
Trout, Doug Willbanks, Gary
Whit mati and Sios

2:30 p.m. Call Pant to see about
O cross sect km of the
lege community the same as its date this weekend.
larger brothers, only on a smaller
P.%TTI AND PAM
scale.
2:45 p.m. Call Patti if Pam can’t
Take Rick for example.
make it.
2:50 p.m. Get out little black
FRATERNITY PLEDGE
Rick is an average SJS frater- book if Patti is busy.
3:10 p.m. If unsuccessful, call
nity pledge struggling to stay off
probation, keep gas in his car, ac- folks and tell them I’ll be home
quire a sun tan, get his studying this weekend.
4:00 p.m. Call someone from hisdone before the weekend, think up
a better practical joke (RF) than tory class to see if anything imthe last one pulled off by his portant happened.
5:00 p.m. Hash for sorority. (If
roommate, balance his college budget and take a shower before all cute blonde doesn’t react in the
the hot water is gone just like any morning, concentrate on little redhead.)
other student at SJS.
6:00 p.m. Write to Karen in
His roommate, Dick, is just as
typical of SJS students as Rick, Santa Barbara. (Make carbons to
send to Bonnie and Kathy.)
but, of course, in his own way.
7:30 p.m. Take shower and use
Perhaps the best way to describe
Dick would be to tear a page from up hot water for Rick.
8:15 p.m. Short sheet Rick’s bed
his "Things to do Today" book:
8:00 a.m. Hash for sorority while he is taking shower.
Dick, obviously, is a normal SJS
house. (Wink at cute blonde if she
gives me the same look she gave student.
HASHER
me yesterday.)
Gene, another roomer, hashes at
910 ti.111. Cut history to study
the same sorority house as Dick.
Mid-tenn,
fo FT,

Yn how, ed

Expert repairing for
All Makes and .7Models

fi

Tune-ups Brakes
Engines Carbs
General Repairs
Transmissions
STUDENTS: 10’0 OFF WITH A.S.B. CARD!

All Foreign and Sport Cars

(ER)

180 S. Market !St.
Across From Park
286-1100

(

"Shane" Featured
Friday Night
-Shane", the Academy Award
,lining movie starring Alan La.1,1.
.11 be featured Friday night at ,
nil 910 in TH 55 at Friday Flicks.
Jean Arthur, Van Heflin and
Itrandon De Wilde play supporting
T, ’lea in the film.
Ladd portrays a gunufighter intent on making a new was. of life
for hinc:elf. As Shane, the blond
..1.tor joins a rattail family. Open
warfare aaainst the homesteaders
later forces Shane to again sir
an his gan in defense of the fi17‘1,’

Moving ?
Local or Long Distance. Pro.
fessional handling of your
delicate china, glassware and
furniture. Sanitized vans and
pads.

BEST COOK

Call

Dick L. is far and away the best
cook in the house. Consequently,
he is quite popular around dinnertime. However, he manages to discourage this unwanted prominence
by advocating such foods as fried
grasshoppers, rattlesnake steak
and artichokes.
calle.titely, the intere,os of the

Red Line Carriers
298-1088
for free estimate
Agent United Vsa I.ines
MOVING WITH CARE
l.,\ ER W HERE

Vauglin’s expresses a wish to all, and would like to thank the student
body fo:- ifs cievol-ed p,Thonage throughout the year.
To close he semester properly, Vaughn’s will have .a SPF.C!AL S[LE
OF ALL BERMMAS AND WASH PANTS (except Levi’s) AT 1/2 OFF
FOR ONE WEEK, EECilfsINING TODAY.

GHN’S
125 SO. 4th

292-7611

35% DISCOUNT YEA4;0_ AROMO

!iqC.IF 1927

4,.,aitvrstruyratnmsar:rautr.ztssr.,..vacpt.mtwutfrzst.
AiLINOMINEMMOlir...M=VICSralMV,IfLL._

Aa.i...*216110Ciat217/151

Supercalifragiii ticexpiallidocious
Summer Housing

t^e
WcI

t

Vi

Floors

June through August 30, 1965

Summer
Storage

tenants run to talking about
Instigating !tract teal jokes an.’
ticipating in intramural w a
fights.
The landlord? A very understanding individual who spends as
much time as possible away front
home.

parduatiny cla44 cal ’6S

FOREICN CAR -SETillitt.
rasa".

But while Dick Is concentrating on
the pulchritude on hand, Gene is
apt to be mentally plucking the
proverbial daisy and reciting the
accompanying "she loves he, she
loves me not," etc.
Gene has the same problem as
Dick, but he has it narrowed down
to two girls.
While Gene is well liked by the
rest of the tenants, he studies a lot
and is therefore regarded with a
certain amount of suspicion.
Finally, there is Dick L.
Dick L. has the same first name
as a previously mentioned roomer,
but that is where the similarity
ends.

Our Apartments Fecture Such

Inside Eurnbilizg

Special lierns as

LOW STUDENT RATFS

.---:---

clothing
books
sports
equipment
or
what have you

Sinco 1888

MAYFLOWER

390 N. 2nd St.

294-9424

Free Running
Water
Furniture
Included
( at

Studios, 1, 2, and 3 Bedroom
Apartments Available

no additional cosi)
Prices start

from

S RA R TANI
FR EINITA.L
SERVICE

414 E. WILLIAM
Cr)
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indertds as
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SJS Faculty Members Honored German
With Fellowships and Grants
Iii

Again in 1964-65, SJS faculty
earned an impressive number of
honors as the recipients of fellowships, research and institute grants,
special assignments and other
awards of distinction.
Dr. James E. Blackwell, associate professor of socklogy, was
Peace Corps director in Malawi,
and Dr. Robert B. Choke, assistant professor of psychology, was
Tau Delta Phi professor of the
year. Dr. Dean R. Cresay, professor of political science, was consultant with the Peruvian Institute
of Public Administration. Dr
Ralph J. Fessenden, associate professor of Chemistry, was an Alfred
P. Sloan Fellow.

ItENT

time 2 1903
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Professor Enjoys SJS Students

tit it 1,NN

.1

Speaking in his .t i.. rtiarming
southern German accent, Wolf Dieter Schulz, professor of foreign
languages, said, "American students are quite genial and easygoing, but one might mistake their
attitude for indolence at times."

Iri

l’111111.

J.11

I

hold outside jobs as many sitalent s
du here," remarked Poif. Schulz.
He made a further point that
since entrance to German unisersities is so bard clue lit the
numerous bat teries iii pro-ent ranee
tests, the ehosen S111411411 is gon
rrally quite scriotis alkali making
his scholastic Ca IVO’ :I ti,11.04SS.
Whili (Welded aholil lite alleged
difficulty in getting into American
colleges, I’ r it I. Schulz retorted,
"Yes. it is hard, lull il is relatively
easy compared to entering the
Gertom
liae
1,,

;11..111 Ille Ill
as a Ul colle6e
aspirants.
"rist many students here would
rather go to a party than attend a
symphony or an art show. I think
students here need to be more
.111litre-conscious," he adder!.
Munich,’’ laughed Prof.
Sehtilz, "students a ill drink our
famous local beer." but that is but
a small part in Stlident life. The
German !miser:411y spollsois nitiia
(.1111111’al a(’lli% hie:4 in hell of sp.,.
merits (’idture and the arts are
rorporated into the academic curiliac It inc.
l’rof. Schulz concluded by saying

!that he likes the stodents at S.IS
%cry intich, and for that reason
"enjoys working closely with them
in German Club," which he helped
to organize.
As for the future, Prof. Schulz
plans to continue teaching at SJS,
and is looking forward to receiving
his doctorate, which he Is now
voirhio.

Institution in 1965-66. Dr. Joseph
R. Scott, associate professor of
foreign languages, was resident
director of California State Colleges in Spain. Edith M. Selberg.
assistant professor of science education, received the 15th Science
Education Recognition Award.
A native of Munich in Germany,
Dolores Spurgeon, professor of Prof. Schulz came to America in
GUEST SCHOLAR
torrnalism, received a Magazine
Dr. Pannell J. R hin. a ssistant puhii.thers A.ciaiion grant. Jon - his early youth, received his B.A.
from S.TS, and has been leaching
professor of Political Science will aim
Stenzel, associate professor German here since 1959.
I
Iii’ guest scholar at the Bt’. ticking
of foireign lam:ton...es. was resident
Prof. Schulz, tall, with typical
director ot California State Col- German blue eyes, said that in
leges in Germany. Dr. James W. Germany, students seem far more
Thornton, professor of education, serious about their education than
was director of the Peace Corps students do here. He emphasized
project at SJS. Dr. William J. that one reason for this is the GerIi, .1.1111
\ V:111111111,1.
idency after serving 12 ye;tr
Venuti. professor of Civil Engi- man educational system that more
MORE AWARDS
At present, 1)r. Wahlquist
or less weeds out those who will SJS president, made his final apneering, was a visiting professor at
not he successful in college before pearallee as president al last sensing as professor of edtteati.,,
Dr. G. W. Ford, professor of
SEATO Graduate School in hang - they ever reach the university.
year’s commencement ceremonies , and as an ail% iser to t’llanyello,
education, was director of currict Iran S. lbankis
1)r. Vallionist cci...11,1 from
"In Germany, being a student is
ulum of the Army Dependent
Schools in Germany. Robert Frei mark, associate professor of art,
JEltirt iiENKV
took part in an Artist -in -Residence
A San Francisco dienast is
Foundation
under
a
Ford
program
ently producing artificial samph
Fellowship, Dr. James It. High. id the world’s
most precious Stoll.
was
history,
of
professor
associate
at $25 a carat and, although I.
given a State Department grant refuses to disclose
his method.
to lecture at Marathwada Uni- SJS geology student recently ea t,..
versity, India.
up with his own duplication n:
Dr. Leslie Janke, head of the Ihe emerald through chemir
was
department of librarianship,
processes.
special consultant to the U.S.
Don Lee, SJS graduate studnii
Establishfor
Office of Education
in gelogy, who recently produr.
Title
NDEA
the
ing criteria for
about a gram of synthetic ernmi.
IV Programs. Dr. Peter Koesten- powder for an SJS geo-chemisti
philof
professor
associate
baum,
class project, said it was not a
osophy, was a Phi Kappa Phi difficult as it may sound.
Distinguished Scholar. He was also
"I spent ;i few hours in the I,
a nominee of SJS’s Academic brary reading up on the compos
Council for the California State lion of the emerald and then pioOutstanding Professor ceeded to put them together," the ’
College
Award,
geology student said.
Thomas Leonard, head of the
HEATED PARTICLES
received
aeronautics department,
After hinting a flux all the
the Wheatley Award of the University Aviation As.soc. Dr. Gerald components would disolve in, he
W. Maxwell, associate professor of paced the particles in a platinum
business, was a visiting professor crucible and heated the mixture
of the Institute of Education and to 975 degrees Centigrade. The
liquid was cooled very slowly lover
a period of two weeks) and the
geologist was able to gleen about
a gram of green salt -sized crystals
which arc. exact physical and
chemical copies of real emerald.
Growers
Sought By
Lee said he plans to use the
crystals as "seeds" to prodUce
chunks of the green stone
Research at the University of Pan jab, West Pakistan. Dr. Phillip
Persky, associate professor of English, received a Ford Foundation
grant Inc teaching in Nigeria. Vernon It, Read, associate professor of
music, received a Danforth grant
for the year 1965-66.

Geology Grad
Finds Formula
For Emeralds

Dr. Wahiquist rr of of Education

Flower
Shop
Flows,.
end
Corseq..i
for all
Occisions
CY 2-0462

CAMPUS FLASH
knees are out

Citrus Harvesters

& WALK SHORTS
are in!

In Ventura County

Student svt.rlou’s :Iry needed to
harvest citrus fruits in Ventora
County during the summer months.
A representative of Farm Labor
Placement, State ot California, will
be on campus today Irom 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. to interview interested students.
Interviews will be held in the
Placement Office, ADM234.
According to the representative,
Robert Fitzhugh, the employers
will pay transistriat ion to the
county for those who qualify for
the work. Transportation will be
arranged shortly after June 11.
Growers will supply housing in
dormitory-type buildings, with six
workers to a morn. ’More is a $2.50
per day charge for meals of American food, with no limit to amount
which workers ttitiN eat.
Wink r. .is days per %kook anti
eight it, cii hoors tier day, fid
Ifivvinc, a 15 boor training period to
assUre proficiency and high let’
mu’encnings

Bakmas

tiorinati II. Thtlloff, 5.15
geology professor who teaches the
geo-chemistry class, said natilral
unflawed eoneralds are the mint
precious stones in the world and
sometimes arc valued at $10,000
a carat.
PROM TE EMERALDS
"Since 1949 Frank (7hathant.
a little known chemist in San
Francisco has been .able to produff. emeralds that are physically
and chemically superior to natur,1
emeralds. He sells them for alma],
$25 a carat but has never es
plained how he does it," Lye said
Apparently Lee has at lea
mine elose to the answer ;old it..
know for sum whether he 1..ti,
produce usable, flawless etis
stones after completing In
this summer.
I.
graduate
did nol intend 1,, make Pio slot..
Ii’ money.
more in the lielH
"My work
1 !sire seience." he remarked,

Get the "SUPER SHOE" Habit!
Sandals
4 -II
AAAA C

Flats
Stack Heels
High Heels
Mid Heels
Handbags

Style

AA-EEE

Quality

BABY CORDS,
GENUINE BLEEDING MADRAS,

Selection

LINEN WEAVES & SHARK

Tennis
Dress

NS,

Work

ASSORTED PLAIDS
Save 20-30% and More
on Nationally Advertised Brands

DELUXE SHORTS. olid color

LIAtoei trie

. . 5.00
. . 8.95
. . 6.95
. r 6.95
. .10.95

SUPER SHOE MART
439 S. tat Street 292-9071
Open Mon., Thut & Fri. 9 am. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Tues., Wed., Sat.

Breeze around in any of
ROOS =

these! If funds are shortSuper/Charge!

IN DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE:

rinsr AT GANIA cLAA

IN SANTA CLARA: STEVENS CREEK PLAZA

10111 &Sante Clare

Wednesday, :lune 2 1085 I
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Ex-Grid Star Navy Commander
During World War II, Capt.
Capt. Doan Carmody. USN, took(
tannmand of the USS Kitty Hawk Carmody was assigned to the carduring formal ceremonies at the rier Enterprise and achieved an
San Diego Naval Air Base on May outstanding reword.
-USS Kitty Hawk is the
29.
largest carrier in the Pacific fleet.
30.000 ALI’MNI summits
The San Jose State College
(*apt Carmody, a guard on the
champion SJS football teams in Al.anni Association has 30.000
193N-39-40, vials a classmate of for- members. Membership h a a inmer head e,iaeltes. Bab Titehenal. treased more in the last 15 years
professor ol jil-*str.:11 education. than it has since the A,,,iilation
and Bob Ilronzan. athletic director. was organized.

OUTSTANDING VALUES TO FIT YOUR
BOOK BUYING BUDGET
FURNITURE ANTIQUES FOUND

REVIVE YOUR ROOMS AND FUR.
I NiTURE
284

51.98
TREASURY OF 0$2U4T9.
PRACTICAL BOOK OF BUILT IN DOOR COOKING
FURNITURE
slog
$6.95
BASIC DRAWING
A BOOK OF HORS d’OEUVRE
51 98

$1 49

F REARMS CURIOSA

AIR

FORCE

52.98
TREASURY OF THE AUTOMOBILE HOMES OF AMERICA

$395

kN596$

$295

HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
;
II

Open
900 p m.
Thursday

tAk r

YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOK

San Jose
11300K

SHOP

Best &Ayr
Rprints
for Less
295-5513

119 E. San Fernando between 3rd E 4th St.

June Retirement Ends
Eight Faculty Careers
.10 faculty members will
liiIi:
retire at the end of the spring
semester after solving the college
for a combined total of 213 years.
Dr. Cud D. Duncan is credited
as dean of the instructors with
11 and one half years or teaching.’
The professor of entomology and
-ii flit’ education plans to stay in
,ocaet
wills the college and
his emphasis to writing
bange
cst
College librarian, Miss Joyce
Backus, resigned this month alter
serving students for 42 years.

Europe. He also intends to develop
an Association for Creative Artists
in Sardinia, is hich was closed down
by Hilly:. when he came to power.
rianns was once a member
Is.. I

Prof. Moreland
Miss Marian Moreland, ;tssociate
professor of art, is retiring at the
entl of this semester after 21 years
(if teaching at SJS.
The art professor was unavailable for comment concerning plans
for retirement.
Before coming to SJS Miss
Moreland also taught at Chicago
School of Printing. She has
,.vorked as the art director for
Marshall Field and Company and
I lie Quarrie Corp.
As a free-lance artist, Miss
Moreland submitted work to
Silversmith,
tiling- Gorham
Ilronswick-Balke, and Montgomiry-Ward.
She has been active in the So 1 ciely of Typographic Arts, Artists’
Guild of Chicago and Delta Phi
I adta himorary fraternity.
Miss Moreland graduated front
the Art Instit lite of Chicago.

Dr. Hermanns
,, 55.11
1 1,.

II, ,m.mb
it,. I

111

DR. WILLIAM HERMANNS
. . . plans lectures
of the organization when he wa
in Sardinia 40 years ago.
The son of a well-to-do German
family, Professor Ifermonns volunteered for World W;Ir I during
which time he was captured and
imprisoned by the French.
From 1921-23 Professor Herwas it poet and denounced
littler ’ s po li cies. When Hitler became Germany’s dictator, Hermanns had to flee the country.
Ilermanns came to the
I oiled States and worked tinder
ill i-it titrategie Services,
111)1.: 311111: WO’ 1,1 the highest rat-

1

Dr. Pfund
pHind,

I am going to finance my trip home
by selling my books to_

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Professor ifermanns still plans
, to carry on his educational act iv!ties by lecturing and writing in

"Right on Campus"

24-HOUR
SERVICE

Schock

BREAKFAST - LUNCH
DINNER

CONGRATULATIONS GRADS!
We thank you for your patronage and extend
our best wishes for your future.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
4th and St. James
Phone Orders CY 7-8421

Sabbaticals

S.IS 101..11 lii.pl .-j
has toade inS1101’
II.111111.
to !caching his C,orman coitcses, , numeral& ,i,15 to Europe. Front
f,-,.
;atm/Ivied
to, hill 19:):1 I kern:MOS obtained Gerbring a German atrnosphere to his limn Chancellor Adentoter’s perclasses through German proverbs mission to let-tore to the German
and poems and stories of his life. people about democracy. He exHis interest in student and corn- plained the system and argued
moony affairs was also one of Do. against the communist form of
I fermanns’ main concerns. He gave t,’".1.nnWnt
over 100 college lectures on religious and political issues. Helping
the unfortunate, he sponsored vet ’tan’s dinners on Thanksgiving and
Christmas for 20 years. When the the home economics department
Anne Frank Organization was tie- will retire in June after seven
ing formed Hermanns created one years at SJS.
Dr. Plural received her MA.
of the Foundation’s committees at
from Vassar College in 1921 and
!S.M.
;1

Dr.

Di.
professor ur p-s)eltrillig), it ill retire from SJS at the end of the
semester following 11 years of
service at the college.
The 70 year-old professor has a
bachelor of philosophy, MA, and
Ph.D. from the University of Chicago. tie also holds a bachelor of
divinity and masters of theology
from the Colgate -Rochester Divinity School,
Dr. Josephine Chandler, professor of English, Dr, Harold
Miller, professor of English, and
Dean Joe. West who supervised
Educational Services and Summer
Sessions retired in February.

litODY
ALLEN,

Attract SJS
Professors

.t .-t 11/ALIE

Among those members or the
San Jose State faculty who will
not be on campus next year, the
following professors will he taking
sabba tica I leave. The list iticludesr
Dr. Arnold G. Applegarth, professor of science education; Dr.
Theodore J. Sielaff, professor of
business; Jay Burger, associate
professor of business; Dr. Gladys
W. Gilmore, professor of history; !
Dr. Dwight Bente!, chairman lit
journalism anti zahertising department; Dr, Fredisie Weed, proles stir of political science; James N.
Anderson. professor Materials science; Dr. taint’s N. Pratthey, assoonce; Dr. James N. Pratley, associate professor of biological science;
Dr. Charlene M. Leonard, associate professor of history; Dr.
Warren P. Fraleigh, professor of
physical education;
Dr. James Clark, associate professor of English; Dr. Wayne E.
Kartchner, professor of geology;
Arnold E. True, professor of meteorology; Helen P. Stevens, associate professor of nursing; Louie
Melo, associate professor of industrial arts;
Dr. LeRoy A, Spitze, professor
of chemistry; Dr. Lew Girdles...
professor of English; Dr. Marston
A. Girard, professor of health and
hygiene; J. Richard Sorby, associate professor of art; Maynard
.-11ewart, professor of art; and Dr.
Itobert C. Wrede, professor of
’11:Ithernat

"Woody Allen, I Love You"

WOODY’S HILARIOUS NEW LP ON COLPIX
NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER!

DR. MARION PFUND
... chairman retires
her Ph.D. in 1928 from Yale University.
She has taught at Vassar College, Yale School of Nursing,
New York State College and
Brigham Young University.
Dr. Pfund is the author of
"Chemistry and Food Preparation Manual for Students of Home
Economics aial I tote! Administration."

Dr. Brunfl

how do you measure a diamond?
Not by inches, not by yards...Init by the glow in her eyes, the pride in
her voice, the quiet joy you share every lime its brilliance catches your
eye. For buying a diamond is not merely a matter of color, cut, clarity, and
carat weight, but of certainty that you are giving the finest, a compliment
to her beauty and your taste. To help you select wisely, place your confidence in our years of experience.., for measureless satisfaction.

(i)
n;,/nrond.

0

carat
1 carat
carat
% Carat
From $135. to $187.9. depending on thr si:e.
i’NVENIENT MONTHLY TERMS

GRANAT BROS
Ste, in, (Tree!,

81,4. itt

.11..W 1.1 lit"
.4 Buy .4 viii Tradition "ince Par;
STEVENS CREEK PLAZA
Joselnnta Chan (On the Emporium Mull)
finehrster liIi S.

Dr. George G. Bruntz, professor
of social science and education, is
retiring at the end of the spring
semester. Dr. litaintz joined the
SJS faculty in 1946. He received
his A.B. from Hastings College,
Nebraska and his M.A. and his
Ph.D. degrees from Stanford University. Ile attended summer sessions at the University. of Chicago.
Dr. Etruntz collaborated witn
two others on the books "Allied
Propaganda and the Collapse of
the German Empire in 1918" and
"Understanding our Government".

Prof. Warhursf
Nlargm et Warlitirst. associate
professor of Nome Economics and
Education, will retire this June
She has been with SJS since 1956
Mrs. Warhurst received het
B.S. degree in Education from
University of Missouri in 1938 and
her M.Ed. in IMO.
Mrs. Warhurst has also taught
at Missouri State Teacher,
College.

SUMMER TRAINING PAYS!
potential easily, enjoyably this
Improve your business skills and
summer. Take advantage of Bryant and Stratton’s college level courses
luch,}s.
for beginning and ,d.
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE
MEDICAL, LEGAL, EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL
STENOGRAPHIC - CLERK TYPIST
Air Conditioned Classrooms

lute Pdl k mg

REGISTER NOW! Classes begin June 28
Visit or

coil todoy

for full particulars

BRYANT &

STRATTON

CC _LEGE OF

COMMERCE

2i 15 THE ALAMEDA, SAN JOSE

PHONE 741 79/9

Some Recall Personal Data Form 343;
Heahh Service Optional Information Sheet

PERSONAL ATTENTION
by 41

. . . given to your figure
problems.
Brassiers, panty girdles, etc., fitted
by qualified corsefieres to give
you a perfect foundation.
Popular brands Available
145 W. SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE

298-3050

FROM THESE
OLD SJS GRADS
FRED FERNANDEZ ’59
BERNARD CLINTON

’59

ROBERT QUIEL ’60
LARRY NELSON ’62

CGngrafulations
Za pry

lleison

to the

CONNECTICUT
MUTUAL LIFE
1671 The Alameda
Suite 311
294-5660

e
111Cli

yll11

he

beg

New SJS Grads

siicium.,1.,!tar
Form 343 is perlim, an enigma
to S38 students.
Few recall it; others remember
It too well, for the simple reason
that its name, Supplementary Perannul Data, is an optional form. (It I
I
is thus why some remember it).
The form is sent to all students
seeking adinission to the college
and is um additional "request" by
the S) dent Health Service.
"The following is offered on an
’I :12111 basis as an opportunity
students to incite:tie personal
problem areas, without parental
endorsement, in which assistance,
advice, or improvement might be
desired."
To such introductory statement,
in which italics are even used Ito
Particularly stress a certain point),
it is then natural and obvious mansy
the department to clan the purpose of the questionnaire:
"It is again emphasized that this
information is held in strict conlidence within the Health Department, and is not used to penalize."
Since the form is only supplementary, the questions asked are
aimed to discover what the applicant’s personal problems are, and
ultimately, to help him help himself.

"Often blow your top?"
A coed exhales cigarette smoke
in my face; another neighs like a
horse in my ear; a third spills coffee on my new $17.95 (plus tax)
text book.
"Afraid of losing your mind?"
Of course not. I am a stable, normal American college youth. I
don’t drink, nor smoke; just study
hard because nty (lad the is an attorney) wants me to be a successful lawyer. He also pays my bills.
"Worried about sex?"

Well, it’s Spring as you know.
The blonde coed next door plays
Sinatra records all day long while
I am trying to write love poems;
but that’s all right.
"Do you balance your work daily
with: Exercise? Recreation? Social
activ it ies?"
My first class is at 8:30 in the
Art building; next I go to Centennial Hall; then to the Education
building. After an hour break, it’s
Engineering Building time and I
finish the day with a swimming
class.

your chosen care(’r.

lite ithesitttellitlit,

gar

Santa Clara & I I th Street
alIMINIMI

Class of "65

But if you are an atheist or an
agnostic, the church visibly is no
answer.
Have you tried the Cinebar?
Lenny’s? The Interlude?
College life, as the applicant has
found out by now, is not what he
anticipated a few months ago when
he filled that useless Form 343. Illusions and delusions arc nothing
new: they subsist. not exist.

lit it’d tlirotigluen
It) girl’ Ilte Stu-

on a job well done.

fruit Jul career
ahead id you.

Humidor
Smoke Shop
339 S. 10th Street
C ,’ 7 4653

HOUSE OF RECORDS
GRADELaTION SALE
GRAD RETURNSLt. Col, Vernon L. Head, a 1949 San Jose State
graduate will return to the campus June 21 as professor of aerospace studies and head of the Air Force ROTC. Since June, 1964,
he has been stationed in Saigon, South Viet Nam, at the headquarters of the Military Assistance Command.

and unacceptable instruction and
Instructors,
In the introduction to the rating
survey published in the "Cal Engineer", the editor states: "We continue now to support the idea that
the student should be in a feedback
loop to let the professor know
what the students think. This loop
STUDENTS ENTIII7SIASTIC
When asked if they planned lit should produce positive feedback,
buy a "’Power List" this semester, and the quality of education should
rather than 11. nearly all of the 75 students polled rise
Main constant."
replied a vigorous, "Yes."

-----f students voicing
t heir opinion of professors systemAleut!). is operating in nearly evtfy large university.
The "Tower List," SJS’s teacher
:dint.; survey, was introduced last
I it-logtIK all attempt for students
. make their feelings known.
It was tuel by much criticism
ur belie; unseionlifie and based on
information.
The ’"I’inver List." Iftl/WI’ver,
.1,11CeS 110
to iw an accurate
SJS has been accused by many
Much controversy has limn stir..aluation ttf teaching skill.
red up by the birth of the "Tower of mediocrity. Perhaps the feed’’The "Power List’ is an attempt List." Students and faculty alike back loop kitown as the ."rower
compile, systematically and re- are becoming more conscious of List" i SJS’s first step down the
ponsihly, the responses of San
shperiority
dItttto-no., 1,efkieell
1,se State students to their faculty, and to make this informatite.
It) all who can proin
’ tom it," students and teachers
Itt)f h say.
This statement of intention is
.iven to each student filling out ,
’,Ile of the evaluation cards dist ributed by Thu I3elta Phi, men’s
unora ry scholastic fraternity,
BASIC CRITICISM
A basic criticism by faculty
toanbers at SJS, and other schools
ff, here ratings are published, Is
that it isn’t fair for students MI
fultlish reports that might mar an ;
’at rtietoe’s reptitat ion.
In an attempt to curb some of
the Oriticisin of the unscientific
f’iet boils tised for ev aluation, the
iciest ionnaire for this year’s "Tow..1’ List" was answered on an IBM
-ird, one for each instructor rutted.
Students were asked to rate
’filchers, not spetifie classes, from
.st tittliletitiOtS otl fairness of grail interest in the class, organizalien of th-lh,1,11, and ally Com-

Special Discount
on All Records
With This Ad

GRADUATION SALE
All Records
Guaranteed
Exchangeable

HOUSE 1 OF I RECORDS
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
3rd and San Fernando

TO EXTEND THEIR

anti

11111/111)1111.111

%%jilt
Ian-

MANN HAUS
Traditional Clothiers

419 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Open Monday, Thursday, Friday ’fil 9:30
243-33’42

CONGRATULATIONS

TO ALL GRADUATING SENIORS,
ANO WISH THEM WELL IN

hilsO.
tttt’i illsilsitell Were haswfilly the same as last year’s, tills ’ugh
on the amount of
..drie required :Ind ease of gritting
lit,’ I
:11.111
1..1..1111
iholohors ;it S.IS
it ell’ net Ltleased with the "fusser

Thr annual Student Art Exhibition -5 now in progress in the
Collet e Art Gallery with presentation of seven awards. The exhibition consists of 100 works, in
various media, selected from more
than 500 entries. The juror of
selee ion and awards was Rudy
Turk. director of the Richmond
Art Center.
The exhibition will end June 11,
and resume June 21 through July
2, The Art Gallery hours are
9 a m. to 4 p.m., Mondays through
Friday’s. In addition, the Gallery
will be open from 1 to 5 p.m.
on Sunday, June 6,

congratulations

SILVA SERVICE WOULD LIKE

C.1:11111:1111111

S hi dent Art Exhibit
How in Progrnss

-1,

Conratulatieto qifaetuate/.$

confidence and poi nt. in a Ma nn
.111111114.1. &alit - from ....^15.110.

’.15

you hare a full and

List" issued last spring.
As
whole, students have accepted the "Tower List" favorably.
"I didn’t rate any of my teachers, but the criticisms fit every
one of my teachers to a ’T’," said
one student of the "Tower List."

At

S

It e hope that

Student Believes ’Tower List’
To Lift SJS From Mediocrity
2’,

tusti

10-14E

HERE WE GO
So, here we go: ’Questions are
listed in two columns, followed by
a Yes and a No. Circle either one
hut not both although some pat’.
lit
questions call for both anMITTS 10 help you make up your

1 that most people are hon.
, ’,1 in good faith?"
1I
iint ely. Last semester.
:de, in one of my. classes.
it
told that we would le.
tested on the firm six chapters of
t he textbook, and when exam time
orotIllti.
tile
test covered

and good fortune in

swer then. Or perhaps your church, t
that is, the church of your choice
(courtesy of Foster and Kleisne as
a public service).

RECREATION TIME
Recreation, you said? I have six
daily assignments to cover for the
newspaper.
Social activities? You mean
visits to friends, attending movies
and art exhibits? When can I possibly find some time to be sociable
after such daily normal events?
The form asks 71 questions. And
then, if that is still not enough, It
asks for "additional information,
remarks, special problems, etc.,"
and suggests help if "you would
like advice on any of these questions or on any related problems."
Building K seems to hold the an’

Worry excessively?"
of course! Telephone bill. PG&E
bill, car insurance hill, rent. groceries, tuition fee, books, and ad
Mundt= . . . and you don’t have
a job.
-Trouble sleepine7?"
Why, sure! You would too if you
had those aforementioned problems.
’Worried about the future?"
I am draft age, you know.
They" can still draft me even
It I served six years in the

Of

Oratrye

-If in Health Service an insight of
our difficulties:
"Easily Irritated?"
Only yesterday I paid $17.95
I plus tax, of course) for only one
textbook to my friendly Spartan
right -on -campus -bookstore for my
Inet Therapy and Practice course.
And I am registered for four other
courses ...
"Bothered by crowds?"
Just try to find a seat in the
cafeteria at 11:30 a.m. My newspaper was (first I torn; 12) used as
an ashtray and garbage refuse receptacle; 131 thrown to the floor
--by a complete stranger sitting
next to me.

.pit:t is

YEARS TO COME.

’65

eRAFARTAIS DART

Wanted: Girl Travel Companio n

blaster alai 11.4 cid kat fur SiNlt
lug sununer faculty will be held
Wednesday, June 23, at 0 p.m.
in the college cafeteria.
%lotion+ will receite u
mentary dinner. Regular staff
members alit be 1.1111 reed
liteurty
cost

Next on her list is a 1111,11. of -in urge to tr.:1%d can cuttlart
wants
"AUSTRALIAN
ria it her aunt t. hunte if thol,e
companion iv travel around U.S. Europe, possiltly with a girlfriend
f I t I-1753."
%cull Just ger oft the line
who’s presently in New Zerilatel
11111.- %%hilt..
In the meantime, Slit coeds with
\V rut Maria Sink.) ffirgot to in.
dude in that Spartan Daily dirs.-,
fled ad is the fact that she want,
a girl companion, preferably between IS and 25 years old.
As a result. Maria, a Germanborn visitor from Australia, received ten phone calls the first
day her ad appeared last week- nine from guys. and one from a
girl, "And the girl," said Maria,
"wanted to hitehhike around the
country!"
Hitchhiking is not Id’ Niffi
’I’m chieken,- she said -;11., w.,111,1
like icc drive insteacl. it die earl
I ind a !art with an is...mauled
serpSolliVAer
car, tnherwise, th.o, t, ci lals 111111’
%%AI

LW Chapter fleets

WilaffiMMISMINEERIM-

kVettneecitef, June f. ’of,’

Newly elected SAM (Society for coordinator; Einar Wetlesen, diAdvancement of Management) rector of programs; and Bruce
president for the fall semester is Staliworth, arrangements director.
Duncan Naylor, finance director;
Pam Gough, recording secrelarY:
and Mary Nickerson, correspondOther officers recently irodulhsi ing secretary. Atm Thatcher was
at I heel St Claire include board of appointed to the new office of
ector, Chad Sehrieller ekeetil ice director of membership.

Cliff 0. Lawler, senior industrial
1111.1liagernelit

teArS,VoArfitiitolio’refe.ArSreerfeefrefifetOeiree004114.,,

SIGMA CIII

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

fry

Al,
hu

hot,

apprentwe
44,11140 find v,orlt
’I derided, ,’,!rl
t,
ciii

Jim Allender

Bruce MacDonald

Jack Barbour

Gary Meyer

Donald Cowles

James Pingatore

Ron Candray

Doug Metcalfe

Peter Caldwell

Ronald Rossi

John Graeser

Bob Nordgren

Edward Gibson

Bill Rutledge

Robert Himel

Guy Shellman

Paul Kanter

Jack Smith

Bill Jensen

Peter Wall

Pat Brick

Ed Mittman

Dennis Coupe

Bill Wall

Pete Economou

Tony Perusa

Tom Hennessy

Tom Shanley

Bob Jones

Bob Watt

Pat Lynch

Randy Willoughby

La ngdon
Ici

The Brothers of Sigma Chi Fraternity
wish the best of luck to our
graduating Brothers in the future

to Our Graduating
Brothes s’-

CHI OMEGA

KAPPA AMA TEETA

’1

"I

1111’

101’

1110

1.11

11i11110

5.5.

Joan Anthony

Mary Madden

11,111 Nei\
Torii in Novenitier.
’It woult1 he ttonderfitl ti Vnd
a girl who’d like rii go
I
way to Australia.- Maria

Connie Casagranda

Kathleen Maddern

Paula Gosset

Carolyn Montevaldo

Andrea Lombardi

Sherry Truax

01’1111s.1.,

Virginia

The College Man
Pulls No Punches
In Clothes Choice
’ Ill

and

The Ladies of Chi Omega Are Very Glad
To Congratulate Each and Every Grad

Good Luck

1111.y

91011

Vessel

Congratulations

1N.
It ’11’11 "I I I: I
u.11;ou.ii
I ailcd

thl’::’ 1111./1(1
7111.%111111:2

1.1S,

Bob Yeary

GAMMA PHI BETA
Bernadette Atkinson

Jackie Hagarnan

Bonnie Drury

Carol Ingalls

Chris Hoover

Marsha McGinnis

Sharon McNew

Joyce Norrall

Judy Sheelan

Nancy Warner

Judy Beasley

Jacque Zimmerman

The ladies of Gamma Phi Beta wish
all their graduating sisters
success in all their future endeavors

TI11.11

cmi
if they had a sudden windfall of
length
money they would buy
sutsle outer coal.
.1,iniors from 25 colleges throughout the United States attended the
fourth annual Yonne Men’s Market Conference held by the Du
Pont Cfmnpany’s Textile Fibers Department at the Du Pont Country
Club. Some of their comments at
various forums undoubtedly made
their hosts blush.
They also may have embarrassed
In visiting isuail merchants from
around the nation because they
pulled few punches in describing
their likes and dislikes. The retailers. for example, liked double
breasted blazers. Turley Williams,
student at
of Studio City. Calif ,
the [’nit ersity of California, said
of a retailer that -When I saw him
wearing a florible-hreasted emit I
rhefight the gentleman needed a
new viii,’’
Another outspoken visitor was
.Tames R. Vratarie of Ann Arbor,
Mich., it strident at the University
tcf Miehigan and perhaps the best
dressed man present. (He works in
a campus dc thing store).
Vratarie liked only imported V
neck Shel la nd sweaters an,i
thought a display of synthetic fib’,
sweaters resembled a ’ti sits?
area." lir thought college mu
would wear stroteh clothes oni’.
when they were educated to it; I,
liked pin tab collars, longer leng,,,
button downs, preferred blue o,
yellow, thought $30 tuxedoes weir
sell like wildfire and violently di,
liked side vents. double breasted
coats and iridescent suits.
Robert Huntington Breed II ,!
Poughkeepsie, N.Y., a student r,1
Yale, liked stretch socks but fen
college men w o ir Id not go f,..
stretch fabrics in raincoats ;al,:
pants because they thought they
wouldn’t last. He east no votes for
striped shirts in a poll because
they weren’t button down. And he
nude it practically unanimous in
saying he would tiny a suede car
coat for his Austin Healey if he
had the extra money.
lieu;1’0 ,I111:11 :11111

Esther Kley
Ruth Kremers
Maryanne La Guardia
Linda Linneweh
Sandy Lowe
Marcia Mathias
Kathy Miller
Pat O’Neill
Janice Reber
Sandy Salmina
Linda Staley
Michele Thebeault
Phyllis Valena

Jan Anderson
Cheryl Bansmer
Kathy Benbow
Sandy Boisen
Joanne Chambers
Madi Ehrlich
Anna Evart
Linda Gardner
Pam Grant
Janet Hayes
Sharon Hedberg
Sharon Johnson
Pam Kellog

1,111111*,

A1111’

111’111,0

to our graduating Seniors

1,1,13

I ;;1

.11

So long fat

.
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s.111

Winslow

Sam sayc.

v,,

"CORgrah
111.0..
cci t
13,1 .311.,1
11 in

Says:

Pete McGrath

I ..mtleln’t

‘,
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PHI SIGMA KAPPA

Dan Aynesworth

11
SULU, ,

Will

major.

f..,hn 0.,lisr of the English
Department risks faculty 111C111.
bers who would like to write
something this summer for the
Tower to send manuscript*: to
his attention. Topical articles,
book resiews, satire, poetic.,
short fiction. sail scholarly arti
cies cclii 14. considered for haute

1111. itn,wer.

Ift, arrived in
a year ayo. She lives %%oh ;,..
St
:unit and uncle. :41r. ,cud
Stanley l’atra ci San Jose.
She has %corked for Johnson an,:
Johnson, on their medival supH
finishing line, and 1.,ken a
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ALPHA EPSILON Pill

OMEGA PSI PHI

Donna Breger

Gerald E. Hughes, Jr.

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
California Zeta Chavter

Rise Bronstein

Benny J. Wilson

Emela Ginden

Thomas Moers

Frank D. Thompson

Sue Ginsburg

William Robert Strickland

Alain Wheeler

Rosalie Weiner

Ernest Gambrel

Congratulations to the First
of

The Brothers of SAE
Congratulate

Alpha Epsilon Phi

their Outstanding Senior Graduates

The Ladies of

ACACIA

Graduating Class
Omega Psi Phi

says:

"Keep on pushing Que Soul Brothers"

Eminent Dog

I-

41.111........

W

WW1

WW,,,,,,110410,4444,
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DELTA SIGMA PHI

s,

KAPPA DELTA

Jerry Bell

Walter 0. Nielsen

David Osborne

would like to congratulate

Robert Stein

all of the graduating seniors

Ronald Sykora

Dennis Morris

especially our own ...

William Winkles

June Forry

Congratulations
Grads
From the men of Delta Sigma Phi

Keith McCausland

Carol Musser

The FREE GREEKS of

ACACIA

Suzanne Stewart

$

Bev Rauh

Congratulate their Brothers
on their Graduation
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That’s Final!

Study

LEARNING IS A LONELY and tedious business. Holly Sullivan is
not really alone, however. The SJS sophomore joins many other
students who will study late into the night to prepare for final
exams. In a recent survey it was revealed 40 per cent of 112
students polled stay up all night or some time until after I a.m.
Miss Sullivan take a few minutes from her work to dream of fun
id ,iftr fn.,s hove ’Dossed.

By CHRIS RICHERT
Among the many definitions of finals week
is One found in the "You Name It" column of
a 1956 issue of Spartan Daily which states,
"Finals make Hell Week at the wrong end of
the semester.
The first class of what is now San Jose State
College had difficulty graduating because it
flunked the finals. One reason given for the
failures in final exams was an underestimation
of the importance of finals. Since that time,
students have become more serious about studying for finals.
It has been a tradition with the Spartan
Daily to announce the times of the finals. News
articles and editorials concerning this topic
carried headlines such as "Dismal Days Ahead,"
and "Prospects Before Us, or Read ’Ern and
Weep."
The paper in 1961 advocated that students
should not study for finals. It suggested students go to Co-Rec’s Final Fling. A senior
Shake Down Party was given during final a eek
in 1941 featuring teachers who read slightly
exaggerated versions of final exams.
In 1956 it was announced by the Spartan
Daily that exam samples were available in the
education reading room file.
In a survey conducted this semester by anthropology student Terry Guinaw, it was found
that 63.3 per cent of the students start studying
one to three weeks before finals. Students who
start studying for finals at the beginning of the
semester came to 2.7 per cent.
One definition of cramming is "the desperate
hours," and 78.5 per cent admitted to cramming.
However, cramming is not always a sign of
desperation or a sign of waiting to the last
minute. Last minute studying may mean the
student is looking for facts he missed in previous study work.
Some 40 per cent of the students polled said
they stay up all night or some time after 1 a.m.
Over 80 per cent stay up at least until 11 p.m.
Not all students live on NO-DOZ during the
hectic week. Some 62 per cent of the students
said they take no aids because they feel they

can make it without them or because they
simply retreat for a rest.
Some of the aids students said they tiike are
gold old-fashioned orange juice and fresh air
or just plain cold water. One girl said she
resorted to NO-DOZ but added "Never again."
Also revealed in the poll was the fact that
76 per cent felt finals should be comprehensive.
Prior to 1927, finals were only one hour long.
It was changed to two hours in 1927, was
changed back again, and in 1940 the two-hour
plan was reinstated.
United States declared war on Japan dtirim.
finals week in 1941. The college paper ran an
editorial reflecting the student body’s courage
to go on. It stated, "Get ready final exams,
just try to get xis clown." The paper advocated
students get the war out of their minds by
ignoring the papei and tactic, broadcasts. The
show must go on- even In the midst of a great
war!
From the survey it was found all but six of
the 112 students polled said they were nervous
or panicky before a final. One student expressed
his overall feeling by saying, "Don’t bump me
or everything will fall out of my ears." "Heart
palpulatlons and pain in the chest" was another
effect.
According to Dr. Frances Underwood, anthropology professor, an A student slept
through her final exam last semester. After a
phone call she found he was sleeping at home
so didn’t even make it to class. The student
took a make-up test.
Many students stated that their minds went
blank when taking their final exams. Some
resorted to cheating, but as one student proved,
that is not the only way to do it. The student,
after finding she could not answer her philosophy questions, wrote poetry to her teacher to
pass the time. She passed her class, too.
Another student was thinking intently on a
question and fixed her eyes on her professor.
She snapped out of her daze when the professor
winked at her.
When the nervousness and tension of finals
week is over students can think of only one
thingEscape. Various ways of celebrating
include parties, sleep, or just a clay at the beach.

Finals Schedule
Group I classes meet Daily, MWF. MTW, MWTh, MW, MF,
MTWTh, or W
Croup II classes meet TTh, T, Th, TWh, MTTh, TThF, MTThr,
MTWTh, or TWhF.
To avoid conflicts in final examinations, students must not sign
up for two classes in the same group at the same hour. Also,
Sc. student taking a foreign language should sign up for a 4:30
Group II class.
Class Time

Group

Al! Engl. A & IA
Foreign Lang, Dep’tmtis
1
7:30 A.M.
I
7:30 A.M.
1
8:30 A.M.
I
8:30 A.M.
1
9:30 A.M.
I
9:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
I
10:30 A.M.
11:30 A.M.
11:30 A.M.
12:30 P.M.
I
12:30 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
II
1:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
I
2:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
I
4.30 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
I
5:30 P.M.
All
7:00 P.M. Thursday
7:00 P.M. Monday
7:00 P.M. Tuesday
7:00 P.M. Wednesday

Test Date
Thursday, June 3
Thursday, June 3
Friday, June 4
Friday, June 4
Monday, June 7
Monday, June 7
Tuesday, June 8
Tuesday, June 8
Wednesday, June 9
Wednesday, June 9
Thursday, June 10
Thursday, June 10
Monday, June 7
Monday, June 7
Friday, June 4
Friday, June 4
Wednesday, June 9
Wedesday, June 9
Tuesday, June 8
Tuesday, June 8
Friday, June 4
Thursday, June 3
Last cis mtng before Jun
Thursday, June 3
Monday, June 7
Tuesday, June 8
Wednesday, June 9

Test Hours
1:00-3:20 P.M.
3:30-6:20 P.M.
7:30-9:50 A.M.
10:00-12:20
10:30-12:20
7:30-9:50
7:30-9:50
10:00-12:20
10:00-12:20
1:30-9:30
10:00-12:20
7:30-9:30
3:30-5:50 P.M.
1:00-3:20
1:00-3:20
1:30-5:50
1:00-5:50
1:00-3:20
I :00-3:20
3:30-5:50
7:00-9:20
3:30-5:50*
3 5:30-6:50
7:00-9:20 P.M.
7:00-9:20
7:00-9:20
7:00-9:20

If desired, the time of this examination period may be changed
to 4:30-6:50 P.M.
Examinations for daily and four -day classes may, at the option of
the instructor, extend over the two examination periods which
they control.
No examinations are scheduled for the morning of Thursday,
June 3.
Special and make-up examiations should be scheduled for the
afternoon of Thursday, June 10.
Classes extending into more than one class period should be
examined as of the beginning of the first of these periods

.Assaissimoisimmessenswismasiessowr

Graduation Terminates Service

o3th Pisano Completes Tenure;
Four Active Years As ASB Leader
By MIKE NEUFELD
On Sunday, May 16, Bob
Pisano stepped down from the
office of ASB President, climaxing four years in student
government at SJS.
Even though the return to
student life will be short lived,
Pisano can look back on many
experiences in his four active
years at SJS.
His year as ASH President will
undoubtedly be the one he remembers most.
Pisano, in addition to his duties
at SJS, was elected president of
the California State College Student President’s Association
ICSCSPAL
CSCSPA duties took the student
chief executive to many corners of
the state.
lie attended all meetings of the
Board of Trustees of the California
State Colleges and many meet lice
of the state-wide Academic Senate
Even though his duties took hint
off campus more than he liked,
Pisan still found time to play the
leading role in SJS student government.
"For what is expected of the
president." PI4111111 %aid, "is iii nicest a jotisitial and mental
Pisano explained that on one
hand the ASH president is a student. On the other hand, he is the
chief executive of a $300,000 a year
business.
The 22-year-old San Jose resident told the Daily, "I wouldn’t
run again because the job demands
too much.
"The ASB President has no pri-

=mstO

vate life. He is not just a student
but ASH president."
During Pisano’s tenure in office
many changes have taken place.
One of the most noticeable is the
Increased amount of cultural programs under direct sponsorship of
the ASB.
The expended ASB Lecture
Series, Visiting Scholar Program, and the Distinguished
Scholar in Residence Program
are only a feu that have grown
under Pis. ’s guidance and support.
Prestige and honor also accompanied Pisano as he sat in the ASB
president’s chair.
In addition to being asked to
speak before the Board of Trustees. Pisano accepted an invitation
to attend the 13th animal l’resi-

dential Prayer Breakfast in Washington, D.C.
At the prayer breakfast, Pisano
was joined by representatives of
government, labor, business, clergy,
industry and 75 other ASH presidents across the country.
At a recent meeting of the
stitte-u ide Academic Senate,
Mato, earne to the aid of Chancellor nutlike’s Director of Governmental Affairs, Les Cohen.
At the time of Pisano’s support,
Cohen had just received a "lack
of confidence" vote from the
senate.
Pisano’s remarks obviously upset leaders of the Academic Senate.
Immediately after his remarks he
was beseiged by the senate leaders.
Shortly after his comments to
the Academic Senate, Pisano got

New Board To Form
With the passing of another
school year, the present system of
interviewing students for ASH positions has been retired and a new
one set up in its place.
A Personnel Selection Committee, to be headed by Clark Heinrich, ASH personnel officer, will
be responsible for interviewing all
applicants for ASB appointive posit ions.
Since the power of appoiniment
lies with the ASB president, the
committee will interview candidates and submit recommendations
to the student chief executive.

Personnel Selection Committee has
the power to interview and recommend applicants for ASB committee memberships, all facultystudent committee memberships
and College Union committees.
The bill also states that council
representatives are permitted to
sit in on interviews and participate
in discussion of candidates, but
will have no vote in committee
decisions.
Interviews for the committee
were completed last night and
John Hendricks, ASH president, is
expected to announce his appointments to the selection group.
According to the bill of enactCouncil must approve Hendricks’
ment which was passed this se- appointments by a two-thirds mamester by Student Council, the jority.

’Vacation Gives Incentive To Cram
As Spartans Prepare for Debriefing

all SJS students tries to find a
With one day’s worth of holiday of serious studying for finals.
leisure to whet their enthusiasm! When it’s too hot to review for cool spot to retreat to on campus.
Nick has an advantage, however,
Spartans settle down to the rigors examinations, Nick Pavloff, like
since he is a Lyke magazine photographer and has the opportunity
to use the print washer in the
journalism photo lab.
While cooling his time under
into the arena once again as he enthe pretext of studying, the senior
dorsed candidates for the top posts
daydreams of surfing and shooting
in student government.
the curl in the fiftieth state,
John
Hendricks.
Pisano endorsed
IDLE MOMENTS
to
succeed
him
in
president,
ASH
Finals will soon engulf the time
office.
and energy of SJS students but
"It has been called to tti atthe idler moments will bring
tention," Pisano Said ill his endreams of far away places to spend
dorsement statement. "that as
vacations. Some students will be
the current student body presiin San Jose attending summer
dent. I have a rest +Utility,
sessions, but their thoughts will be
baNed on my personal knouledge
far away at the beaches or toward
.ind eyperiof the quallificar
the mountains.
ence necessary 1,kr Ilii office, to
Plans for summer diversions inmake knouts publicly my perterrupt everyone’s studies. Gradusonal iirelerenees."
ates enthuse about finding the allimportant "permanent job." UpperWith h is endorsement came
classmen tend to favor adding colmixed emotions over the right of
lege credits through summer
the ASB president to endorse cercourses: sophomores and freshmen
tain candidates.
are inclined to travel.
The relationship between stuTOURS ABROAD
dents, faculty members and the adStudent tours abroad are popuministration undoubtedly improved
lar whether they be hostel -style,
as Pisano and other students were
university-sponsored, or first-class
asked to take seats on key committourism. Short jaunts in this
tees throughout the college comcountry bring students in contact
munity.
with relatives. community service
The brightest Milli 011 t ill. adprojects, or just a change of
,’ horizon wt’, the fine
scenery.
relationship between l’isano and
Summer is a good time to reDr. Hobert I). Clark, college
plenish bank accounts. This fact is
president.
proven by the increasing number
Pisano summed up his dealings
of students who apply for the
with Dr. Clark by saying, "He is
short term work as early as seobviously a Fr iend of young
mester break to be sure of getting
people."
the job they want.
Dr. Clark expressed his thanks
EXTRA TIME
to Pisano at the annual student
Opportunities to read an extra
Pkofc,
by
Paul
Sequeirs
government transition re t r ea t .
novel, see a special movie, partici"Bob has done a tremendous job as
WATER-LOGGED Nick Pavloff ,senior art major and Lyke
pate in outdoor sports, and renew
ASB president and also as presiphotographer from San Bruno, is aiming for grades above sea old friendships are even more
dent of CSCSPA."
level. He’s cooling his heels in the print washer of the journalism
tempting with the extra time
department in between assignments for Lyke magazine. As magaAs Pisano leaves SJS with the
acquired by vacationing.
graduating class of 1965, four years
zine photographer Nick goes many places on assignments. This
Few students find the rare comof devoted service to student govbination of travel -job-pay, but
takes time so he takes every opportunity to study in the oddest
ernment are completed but not
of ways and places. Most of the time the print washer is used
everyone is sure he’ll find a more
forgotten.
pleasurable life after finals.
to rinse photographs.

vos trya.,v,te. Tons

-Seekers’ Outlook
Job
Full Employment Idea ’Unrealistic’ ’Bright’ for Graduates

2CSPiRTAN DULY

By JERRY HENRY

Is the drive for full employment
purported by Pres. Lyndon Johnson’s
administration unrealistic in this age
of automation and complex technological advance?
Norman G. Gunderson, dean of the
Engineering Division, said recently it
is apparent that many of the complex
problems facing Americans today due
to automation are being analyzed by
outmoded means, and the resulting
solutions are not effective.
The advent of computers and automation not only has created new problems in
human relationships but also has provided
man with a new concept of approaching
complex problems, he explained.
"It is imperative that institutions of
higher learning accept the responsibility for
training future specialists, such as economists, engineers and political scientists. in
methods of analyzing the problems in those
fields through the use of a universal systematic technique employing computers,"
he said.
MODERN PROBLEMS
Itt,an (4111(1es:son pointed out that present
government policy, which pursues the idea
that full employment is necessary for a
healthy economy, is typical of how modern
day problems are being approached by
"unrealistic and out-moded methods."

elk’: a the,ey developed by Louis
Kelso, San Francisco attorney and proponent of the "systems" tcybernationt
problems,
met hod of meeting a ;II on):
as an alternative to "full employment."
Kelso’s idea is that the unemployment
problem caused by automation could be
solved if our financial machinery were
adapted to enable people without savings to
own the machinss which are automating
their labor.
"If corporations distributed most of
their profits to such stockholders instead of
re-investing most of the money or paying
it out in corporate times, a great number
of persons would be able to live off the
profits and would not need to be employed," Dean Gunderson explained.

NEW CONCEPTS
He said this is only one of many new
concepts produced by the application of
cyltmmesies to modern problems.
-I am sure there would be high interest
in ito undergraduate program that would
teoch the concept of analyzing problesns
throimh cylwrnesies," he added.
The Engineering Division is presently
offering a course entitled Cybernation and
Man. The division recently proposed SJS
offer a new degree program requiring
eybernated systems studies to be taught at
the baccalaureate level as a support Cu; use’
for various academic specialties such as
economics, sociology engineering and many
other majm areas.
According to the proposal. thoer persons

June 14; 5 Scholars
Schedule Graduate

Summer Sessions BL,’,
Workshops, Coursc;
More than two dozen workshops, Teaching Effectiveness" is schtliconferences and short courses will uled June 28 through July 9 and
is repeated July 12-23.
be special feattires of this sumThree workshops scheduled June
mer’s sessions, according to an announcement by Dr. Leo P. Kibby,
acting dean of Summer Sessions,
The Summer Sessions program
will open with Intersession Week,
June 14-18. The six-week session
will follow, June 21 through July
:to. A four-week session will be
held August 2-27,
Intersession W e r k workshops
and conferences include: "Creative
Teaching Ideas for the Elementary
School," "New Approaches to the
Teaching of Reading," "Recent Research in the Teaching of Modern
Elementaty School Mathematics."
"Symposium on Health Problems
of School Children," and an "Institute on Current World Affairs."
Industrial arts short courses
scheduled June 21-25 are: "Modern
Concepts of (ins Welding," ’’St
dent Experiences in Eleetricit
Electronics," and "Seminar in ’
Driver Education and Training."
Two workshops are scheduled
June 21 through July 2. They are.
"Preparing 1 h e Culturally Deprived Child for Reading," and
"Junior High School Physical Education."
’
A "Workshop in Measuring

DR. LEO P. KIRBY
. . . acting dean
’n!

t

28 through July 23 are "Workshop
in Elementary Education," and
"Workshop in Secondary Educalion." la tt t h to be conducted at
Abraham Lincoln High School, and
"Language. Development Workshop for the Underprivileged." All
three are by special arrangement.
A physical Mucci, ion workshop,
"Gymnasium for Women," will be
conducted July 10-30.
The workshop, "Recent Research
in the Teaching of Modern Elementary School Mathematics," will
lie rcneided August 2-6.
"Competitive Swimming and
lAtint;.- a v, omen’s physical eduti.:n wi:rkshop, will be conducted
16-20. "Driver Licensing
Slit/VIA isory Procedure Workshop,"
August 16-27, is the final course.
Registration information is
a1:1 lable in the Summer Sessions
Al )\l
or call 294-6414,
1.‘,1 i1.4 41 2116.
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Bright is the outlook for college graduates this summer.
Bright is the outlook for jobseekers, too. The May 24 issue of
U.S. News and World Report reports very confidently, "There’s no
unemployment problem in sight
for students who expect to graduate from college next month. A big
demand for workers was found in
a job survey just completed by the
Department of Labor."
Categories mentioned by the
magazine as having the most vacancies include engineers, registered nurses, draftsmen, laboratory technicians, physical therapists, stenographers and typists,
machinists, tool and die makers.
mechanics and repairmen.

ing lields are available for many
liberal arts graduates, although
competition for these positions is
keen.
TEACHER DEMAND
Teaching positions continue to
be a major "open avenue" for jobseekers. The heaviest demand, nationally and locally, is for elementary school teachers.
Derry A. Kauffman, SJS supervisor of business and industrial
placement, expressed his agree-

Kauffman said that the employee recruitment for college
graduates has gained momentum
in the past few months across the
nation. This has also been accompanied by a general increase
in salaries in all fields, which he
believes is due to the technical
skill requirements now expected
in many professions.

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!
MEM

RECENT SURVEY
According to a recent Department of Labor survey, engineering
graduates have "excellent" employment opportunities, with starting salaries ranging from. $575 to
$680 a month for those with
bachelor’s degrees. The compensation is higher for those with
advanced degrees.
For mathematics majors with
bachelor’s degrees, job prospects
are described as being "very good."
Starting salaries average $575 a
month.
Graduates seeking work in business fields also will find the prospects favorable

ACCOI’NTANTS SOUGHT
Accounting students are the
most sought-after college graduates. Beginning salaries average
about $550 a month.
Sales representatives and sales
trainees are also being sought, as
are management -trainee graduFive of the 26 President’s Schol- ates.
ars, recently honored at the HonJobs in personnel and ttdvertisors Convocation, will graduate on
June 11.
President’s Scholars are students who have maintained a 4.0
GPA for the spring and fall 1964
semesters.
Those five who are graduating
Library hours tor the six -N,
are:
summer session are: M.,H
*Fay Louise Bower, a nursing through Thursday, 8 am, will !
p.m.; Friday, 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m,
major from Palo Alto.
Saturday, 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.; Sun*Anita Marie Lee Bachant, an day, 1 p.m. until 5 p.m.
education major front Kermana.
The reserve book room opens
*Patricia McCracken, an ac- at 7:30 am., Monday through
counting and finance major from Friday.
The library hours for the foto:Santa Cruz.
week
session
are :
Monday
*Peter McGrath, an engineering
through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
major from Palos Verdes.
The library will be closed on
*Vittoria C. Schag, a German Saturday and Sunday during this
major living in San Jose.
session.

This Year

Summer Library
Hours Announced

:! 71! 71

ment with the Liabor Department’s
optimistic outlook for employment
in summer ’65.

COAST TO COAST

YOUNG ADULTS
ACCOUNTS INVITED!
ACCOUNTS OPENED IN 3 MINUTES!
A CompIrte Line of Nationally Advertised Products
Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
1.11. Bracelets
Clocks

Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers
Phonographs
Hifi Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances

NO MONEY DOWN

flinserwarS
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

A YEAR TO PAY

Downtown
65 So. First St.
We validate all downtown lot tickets
CT 2-4910Open %I 9 Mon., Than,, & Fri. Niles
Valley Fair Shopping Center
CH 8-3010Open Mon. then Fri. ’hi 9.30 p.m.
Sunnyvale 209 So. Taaffe St.
Than. & Fri. Niles
RE 9-0591Open 18 9

Z1243LVIZIW 17 77: .:;.! IFAXEMBUIT 77

FREE
PARKING

la-u-.1.1.115-,

NOW FOR YOUR PLEASURE
de

Peace Corps
Chooses SJS
For Training
pi,a ale
i:: iiii
summer training for Peace Corps
volunteers planning to go to the
Philippines, Peace Corps officials
announced.
Program director will be Dr.
James W. Thornton Jr., professor
of education. Dr. Gene A. Wallar,
professor of education, will aid Dr.
Thornton as assistant director in
charge of evaluation.
Coordinator of medical services
and health training will be Stephen
Cowdrey, M.D., of the SJS Health
Service staff, and Dr. Donald
Alden, professor of English, will
serve as Coordinator of English
Training and Linguistics.
Other coordinators are: Dr.
Marion T. Bird, professor of mathematics. Mathematics Education;
Dr. John Harville, professor of biology and science education; Science Education; Dr. Gerald Wheeler, professor of history, Philippine
Area Studies; Dr. James E. Watson, associate professor of political
science and education, American
Studies, World Problems, and The
Nature of World Communism;
Stuart Inman, associate professor
of physical education, Physical
Education and Recreation; and
Arnold Schwartz, M. I)., Psychiatric Services.

%kilo ash to obtain advanced degrees in
specialized areas would receive such Instruction at the master and doctorate levels
of study.
nAsic KNOWLEDGE
The proposed baccalaureate curriculum
involves areas of basic engineering knowledge which relate to systems in nearly all
major fields and includes measuring systems, communication and data transmission, nonlinear system dynamics, random
processes computer simulation and control
system theory.
"There is a universality in the application of these studies to most disciplines; all
are essential to the analysis and synthesis
of large scale systems; all have prerequisites of mathematics, science, and technology found in the core of engineering curricula," Dean Gunderson said.
A proposal for implementing a cybernated systems degree at SJS was recently
submitted by the Division of Engineering to
the SJS All-College Curriculum Committee
for approval. The committee tentatively
deckled to place the new plan in the fiveyear master curriculum plan but the proposal is still subject to review by the Trustees of the California State Colleges and
the Coordinating Council of Higher Education,
Dean Gundetson said he believes there
would be high interest in such a program
and enrollments would be considerable in
about five years due to the urgency of the
changing social situation resulting from
rapid technological change.

HOTEL Ste. CLAIRE
Here’s new world
Of taste delights . .

. . . combining fabulous hofbrau style food, moderate prices
and a delightful atmosphere. Located right here in the heart of
San Jose’s shopping and entertainment district, the Buffet is open
seven days a a eek to serve you the finest of foods.
Order a hearty. farm -fresh breakfastserved from 7 a.m.or
a superb brunch or lunnh. Choose from a wide selection of sumptuous dinners. Or drop in for it sandy. ich. Whatever you order,
iii I’d’ sure to enjoy the finest of its kind . . . and your budget
a ill love the moderate prices!

HOTEL Ste. CLAIRE
120 Amy 1?(,, ,111.s ... Reasonable Rates
San
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Alums’ FEE Fund Enriches College
of the largest campaigns that the search felltat ship program six-fold,i association will be able to provide
alumni asnoclat ion handles Is pro% WWI., nearly $20,000 for special such services by supplementing the
known simply as FEE, the Fund assistant... to the college and its ’ state budget."
Another important alumni pro6)1. Excellence in Education. The !various departments to use where
program is dedicated to helping the 111.141 I..,!reall’St, and support - gram is the support of campus
SJS reach the highest academic in; a lii I a as,,,riat ion programs beautification p r leec t s. Pre,
Reichmuth said, "We fully support
commuitications and service.
plateau. FEE is supported by an
Annual Fund Drive.
Acc.)..111e; ti Bernard L. Reich- the Campus Master Platt. It was
The goals of FEE include duo- ItIllth, r (‘Sitiollt of the San Jose the alumni association that fought
Tower Hall and created
MtlI11111 Association, for saving
Wing the existing college scholar.
a lobby for that purpose."
ship program, increasing the re"Our long - term goal." s a i .1
Reichmuth, "is to establish San
Jose State as a university. The
first step toward this achievement
is the establishment of a doctoral
program."
Reiehmuth stated that the biggest problem is making alums and
community members aware that
their support is greatly needed.
;MAVIS
The alumni association sponsors
a yearly Senior Membership Drive.
Advantages of joining the association in the senior year are free
cap and gown rental, a dozen free
graduation announcements, and a
one-time chance for life membership.
Life membership entitles members to a life subscription to ’The
Spartan", a quarterly magazine;
life-long library privileges, a troBERNARD REICHMUTH
phy and a certificate.
. . . alumni chief
year while handling photography for the Music
MUSICAL MASTERPIECES in photographic
Every January, as part of the
Department. Also shown will be a record album
Annual Dues Program, the associbeing featured in a one-man exhibit
form
are
. of the FEE program ation asks for new members. Dues
he designed for the Symphonic Band. His work
by Jon Lewis, photo -journalism major. The dis...Sip an endowment fund arc five dollars for those that have
will be permantly mounted under glass in the
play, on exhibit in the Music Building this week,
a the enrichment of the college." graduated from one to five years
future.
this
taken
has
he
pictures
best
the
represents
Richard 0. Buxton, executive di - from the time of the drive and $10
tot’ of the association, compared for those that have graduated over
IS to U.C. at Berkeley. saying. five years ago.
Dr. Albert Burke
"The alumni association hots.
!terkeley has an endowment fund
! S170,000 enabling them to build to relate the needs and problei. 1963 Guest Speaker
GRADUATION CARDS
stock special libraries and of the College to the alums and t
2nd and San Fernando
...Wings, purchase research equip- relate the alumni opinion on reand establish scho I a r ly sponsibility and changes to the calor, and television personality
was the featured speaker at the
.airs. We hope that our alumni college," said director Buxton.
June 7, 1963 commencement ceremonies.
"Education for What?" WaS Dr
Burke’s topic. His address was
given to a graduating class of
000,
STORE FOR MEN
Downtown, San Joss
LAST YEAR’S GRADS
Since 1925
Candidates for gradualitti Iasi
year represented 279 cities in 46 of
California’s 58 counties. There
This spring the graduate divi- were 174 graduates who were resiUniversity Dacron and Worsted Suit as Feafured
11E
34 Fountain Street
sion will be graduating 450 stu- dents of other states and ’24 front
dents. The total enrollment for foreign cotintries,
this division in the fall is expected
to be 4,500 students. Applications
are still available for interested
seniors to apply for the fall graduate school.
Under present priority arrangement for graduate students, preference is given to students who
can qualify for direct admission to
ithe curriculum of their choice.
Unclassified students will be admitted only in the fall after all
i classified students arc matriculated.
Within the next five years the
following programs will be considered for master degree granting:
master of science; engineering. I
chemical cybernated systems, industrial mechanics, communications, law enforcement and administration, nursing, entomology;
master of art; geography, health
and hygiene.
Graduate work at SJS is designed to serve professional and
personal needs of individuals who
seek advanced work in many
fields.
The program is designed to help
persons complete requirements for
a masters degree, to obtain certification in either a number of
teaching or educational administration fields, or occupational therapy.
It is also offered to improve the
Individuals level of professional
proficiency or general education
without a specific degree, certificate or credential being sought.
San Jose State’s Graduate Diviino
We have enjoyed SerN 1110’
sion began in September 1946,
when the college began to offer
fifth year education for general
It’s your first interview.
secondary teaching candidates.
You’re a nervous wreck.
The master or arts degree itt
11/111’ 1.01Iege years, and
conjunction with a teaching creWhat are you going to wear? And say?
dential was authorized in 1949; the
Maybe you’ll go back to grad school.
masters of science degree in 1955;
and the liberal arts master of arts
degree in 1938.
hope to serve Non in the years to come.
First impressions are lasting, so don’t get caught with your appearance down. Wear a Cricketeer
University Dacron" and worsted suit in a new medium tone. At least the interviewer will see you
have good taste. And tcll him how suits with Dacron stay neat and wrinkle free. He’ll be Impressed.

By SI71AN cII.S1vsit sW
Though Ii’
H e
tlot
Legislature all nc., Luna.support of the college, the San
Jose State College Alumni Assoc!.
&ion feels, the margin of greatness must come hum private
sources.
The alumni association has a
multifaceted program designed to
insure the great ne- of SJS. One
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Studio Cards

Grad Division
To Issue 450
June Degrees

jiilaititurbe.

Cards for All Occasions

PAUL’S

Greeting Card Shop

Congratulations
class
of

’65
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CRICKETEElts

UNIVERSITY DACRON WORSTED SUIT $49.95 in $69.95

Gen. Gruenfher
Spoke of Crisis
I II,

OPEN
MONDAY
and
T It U RS DAY
EVENINGS

PLUS
ORION
STAMPS
Charge Accounts Invited
The WARDROBE 30 DA’. .1.At- :.r (Upon Request)
30.6040 Day Plan. No Service Cherie.
Also BANKAMERICARD Ind Tat NATIONAL PLANS.
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,stonnencenient ceremonie.,
I ;on. Alfred M. Gruent her I rett.
The retired general spoke on
"Some of Our Problems in an Uneasy World."
He retired fOnt the United
States Army in 1957, after 38 years
of service. Gen. Gruenther was
picsidant of the American Red
Cross from the day after his discharge ti-tint the Army until his retirement on March 31, 1964.

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"Right on Campus"
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Local Employers Agree
Grads Need Job Training
The importance of a college education is reflected in the role the
graduating student eventually performs in society.
Locally, large corporations rely
Heavily on college graduates. (’orporations and businesses are seeking students who have obtained
their degrees.
Many of the corporations in San
Jose specifically ask 8,18 for grad- 1
uating students.
FMC Corporation has for years I
employed one-third of their college-educated employees from SJS.
In addition to seeking out a
person with a degree, FMC also re- !
quires that students employed
must have a respectable grade
point average (2.751 and have
summer work experience applicable to the type of position
they will hold.
net a
TI.
however. is

SJS Senior
VISTA Offers Opportunities
Will Dig
To Help Poverty -Stricken Areas In Summer

Ia. Inter.
sure sign of emplej
cm,
I
\
By BARBARA Ill
national Business Machines MIMI
Ia canine, so they’re at an cycle,
the
What is VISTA?
likes to employ students who have1
I he race."
training in related Bells. Employ- .initials which stand for Volunteer.
at a . 5% tuttlE REQUENTED
ment is also based upon past per- in Ste vice to America, there
..aportant point is that
form:ince:4. such as sunoner jobs. ’,on...thing more.
volunteers are only sent where
rA k people. People who Iii -:UV requested. May emphaDr. Edward Clements, director !
of placement at SJS, states cor-1 care.
d that no volunteer goes where
porations are looking more to.
he is not wanted "We have many
of
It isn
thisimessage
rg
rac
ward students who have superio I
for ’,curtly which has led some
college re e,,, de
18,0ce) applicants to volunteer their
Approximately 365 firms rein poverty cruit at SJS each spring. They time "rie3’ear -to help
stricken areas in the United States.
;ire looking for the student with
And there are many areas in
the degree.
lids nation which fall into that
mediemploying
days
of
"The
category, for poverty is not just
cure students are passing, and sul’ivert-v
perior college graduates are row- italic"
Poverty hurts. It is the sort
ie.
peting for the top
id’ thing that caused a young
Clements said.
"Companies are looking into de VISTA volunteer to begin a nursproject site in
future to see the ultimate position ery school at her
for the graduate student," lie California.
N’hit, you may ask, is so unadded.
usual or spectacular about a nut’sit’, school’
The school is being begun in
response to a remark by a woman
in the area. She said, "The children
get restless and cranky when we
lock them in the cars all day and
eiI4 trapes."
saa FRAN:CV:Co

C0114Taitilations

and
(1,00d 11111ek

tiaeliiier the gram. hi:
1,11111 money. Thia
:9410 t/II IO square dancing
Inr."1
Aid this is a big step fur them,
:weetvling hi Burns. Some of them
don’t even know their right foot
rom their left.
Social interaction is a key to
the success of this program.
Edgar May, Pulitzer prize-winning deputy director of the VISTA
arogram, had this to say of pov..rty. "Poverty is far more than
1ow income. The worst poverty
the poverty of opportunity
tip vel thil
\

from

Downtown cwI
375 W.

Santa

Clara Si.

294-7800
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Uncle Sam’s Draft Greeting
Can Mean Six Years Duty

;

CONGRATULATIONS
GRADS
OF

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS VISTA (Volunteers In Service
To America) representatives answered questions of interested
students during a recent recruiting visit on the San Jose State
campus. Nearly 200 applications were given out to interested
students, along with the many pamphlets explaining the new
program, a part of the Presidents Office of Economic Opportunity. VISTA is known as the "domestic Peace Corps" and volunteers serve their country in areas of the United States where opportunity is denied to the people due to situations which they,
themselves, might correct.
I more requests already than we care. And we want people who are
have volunteers"
tough."
The first 200 volunteers are
They should, he concluded, want
now in the field and training. to "spend the most exciting year
They do a combination of class- of their lives with VISTA."
room and field work, but thei The program does not look f
I actual physical training is not as , college graduates only. Voluntec; rigorous as that for the Peace j are of all ages. Some are retie.’
Corps.
VISTA, incidentally. has Americans who want to hell:
been called the domestic Peace , country. Others are ent
hie
Corps.)
people.
No VISTA volunteer is sent to
ONE YEAR ENLISTMENT
, an area remote from immediate
Volunteers may enlist for an
I medical care. Each project is
evaluated by a team lichee :my initial one-year period and only
le -enlist for one more year. "We’re
volunteets are sent.
Volunteers work in migrant not interested," said May. "in procommunities and on Indian reset-- fessional volunteers."
vations, as well as in cities where
Often the work includes assistthere is a poverty-stricken area, ing professionals who are overworked in their jobs, giving a
SPECIAL TRAINING
Each program entails special more personal direction to the intraining, for each program is dividuals involved
unique. The similarities lie only in
the "general problems of poverty"
section of the orientation course.
From that point on, the volunteers
must leant the specific problems of
their area’s culture,
May has visited some of these
projects and, after telling an anecdote concerning an Indian reservelion project, stated that he some-

Irmo
Coliiornio Hoolb Co.

Senior Peggy Dervin will really
he digging into summer fun come
the end of July.

The sociologjeinthroisalogy major will be working on her first
professional Job in "contract
archeology" sponsored trj the University of California at Los Angeles. Her assignment is to research coastal dwelling Indianr in
Monterey for descriptions in
3,000 REQUESTS
Of the 1,800 who have stepped archeological journals.
Although most of these Indians
forward and said, "I want to
serve," only 600 of the nine -page died of a plague before there was
applications have made it to the extensive white settlement in the
final stage. There are requests area, the archeologists will defor almost 3,000 volunteers already. termine the 500-3000-year old vilA ceiling of 2,000 volunteers has lage distribution and cultural patbeen set for this year. A 5,000 terns, according to Miss Dervin.
While attending Los Angeles’
ceiling is expected for next year.
Response at San Jose State Pierce Junior College, she joined
alone has been "most encourag- the UCLA Field School and exing." In excess of 100 applications cavated Puebloicl remains in southwere given out when the one -week ern Utah. She presently correlates
recruitment program was only half artifacts and catalogues in the SJS
archeological museum in the basecompleted on this campus.
Recruitment will go on. The pro- ment of the Foreign Language
gram, although young, is growing Building.
Miss Dervin has been accepted
rapidly, without enough staff to
by Volunteers in Service to Amermeet the response.
Interested persons may write to ica and *ill work on a U.S. Indian
after graduation.
Edgar May, VISTA, Washington, reservation
D.C.., for further information and Eventually she plans to do graduate work in archeology at UCLA.
applications.

rtionA"r

And it is exemplified in the
.San Franeisco project dealing with
the mentally handicapped. VISTA
501unteers, John Donovan and
kale Burns have been working
ith these people. Donovan en as taking. them bowling and was
.7rle te establish his first conkeq
when he coas...I
OSP
...Mine ball down the alley atria
a bad toppe,1 mide.av.
Bat

)1’ Oil

iN family by family. VISTA
.1111,
5511k’ to his
’Sargent Shtiver, and say, "I’ve I steps in where poverty is inherited
Ii j ust decided that you need to get ; and tries to see to It that the
, another boy and I’m a VIS’CA i "inheritance of poverty has been
cut oil." These people are given
volunteer."
Qualifications for this positian, a "chance to make a life."
By doing things with people,
he stated, would be "energy,
imagination, talent, willingness to VISTA makes the individual feel
work hard. The person should I important, giving him a feeling
that he can get ahead in life,
causing him to work toward a
goal.

The volunteers aren’t expected
to go in and do the entire job
themselves, Instead, they are to
get help from the people who live
there, thus making the project
belong to all, giving all the responsibility for it.
"We’re there," May said, "to let
them help themselves,
The measure of progress, he

"(1It elllIgs II all tile Pi esident
of the United States . . " Thew
are eight words that strike teeror in the hearts and minds of
most college men.
With this salutation, men are
introduced to the world of khaki
green and leather polish.

prolessie. 1,1 militrii;, seieoce, divided into three areas.
The six year period includes two
years active duty, three years active reserves and one year inactive
reserv:

The six year obligation has been,
according to Lt. Col, Carl W. Ivie,

Univ. of Seven Seas
To Welcome Coed
In Fall Semester

1480 Graduates
In Class of 1950

Susan Page, SJS sophomore
from Santa Barbara, has been accepted as a student of the University of the Seven Seas for the
tall semester of 1965.

According to the Reserve Forces
Act of 1963 all eligible males are
obligated to serve their country
as a member of the armed forces
for a period of six years.

The
gradriating class of 1950
totaled 1480 and was reported to
be the largest class ever to be
graduated. The total included June,
December and March graduates,
Eleven students of the total received MA degrees. In addition to
the 1,480 total, 125 were post graduate students who received teach ing credentials. It was reported
that 812 students of the class of
1950 were veterans.

The fall semester of study on
shipboard and educational travel
will take her completely around
the world visiting the following
areas: New York, Lisbon, Barcelona, Marseille, Naples, Rome,
Piraeus, Athens, Istanbul, Alexandria, Cairo, Port Said. Suez,
Karachi, Bombay, Port Swettenham. Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok,
Manila, Hong Kong, Yokohama,
Honolulu and Los Angeles

FREE GAS!

FREE GAS!

CLIP ’N’ SAVEI
TWO NEW BEACON
STATIONS
1FREE GALLON GAS-1
with Purchase of 5 Gallons of Gas
Good at All

GASOLINE STATIONS
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wishes the graduoing
class of June 1%5 it:t,
bc.st of luck in their
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future endeavors.
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- Even if she was
a graduating Senior,
got a one one point
and flunked out ...
cushion the blow
with flowers.
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Dr. Strasser Conducts Research

Accident-Prone Driver Object of Study
Free-wheeling, lead -foot, citation
and accident prone drivers will be
the object of a $65,000 research
study directed by Dr. Marland K.
Strasser, associate professor of industrial arts at SJS.
Financed by the federal government throng It the Division of
Highways, California Department
of Public Works, the study deals
with the improvement of driver
behavior.
131.. Strasser is president-elect of
the American Driver and Traffic
Safety Education Association, former president of the California
Driver Education Association and
author of two driver education
textbooks.

ON THE WAY HOME"Where did I ever get so many things?"
This is the question that Sue Towne, senior art major from Atherton, and Melinda Wells, senior social science major from Newport
Beach, are asking each other. The coeds are both seniors and
have collected four years of college mementoes. Now the problem
is where and what to do with all of them. There is never enough
room to carry all of a woman’s belongings and to pack with
room to spare is out of the question.

As director of the research prograiA, Dr. Strasser will be aided
by Melvin T. Schroeder, supervisor
of driver instruction for the Los
Angeles city school system, as associate director. Schroeder will
devote full time to the project
while on leave from his L.A. post.
According to Dr. Strasser, the
aim of the study is to determine
whether a uniform curriculum presented by carefully selected and
specifically trained teachers will
improve driver behavior.
"The effectiveness of such a
program will be measured by a
hoped -for reduction in the subse- I
quent violations and accidents in -

solving motorists included in thel
study," he said.
A comparative study will be held
simultaneously as a basis for measuring the improvement. The proposed driver improvement program
Is to be conducted fur traffic violators referred to special schools
by the traffic courts in the State
of California.
Phase 11 of the project will be
designed to compare violators competing in the established courses
with a matched group of traffic
violators who are not referred to
such a course.
Dr. Strasser said the Proponents
of the study believe there is a need
for the rehabilitation of unsuccess-

ful users of the highways if a reduction in the traffic toll is to he
achieved in the face of an evei increasing highway use.
"During the course of our slilU.
which begins July 1, we will in% v.-tigate the various types of drier
improvement schools now be in
conducted and bring together the
experience of these schools to establish the basis for a sound, uniform program," Dr. Strasser added.
Cooperating wit h SJS in the
study will be the Depai III ant
Motor Vehicles, the Department ot
Highway Patrol, the Department
of Education, and the California
Traffic Safety Foundation.
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GRADUATE TO GRODINS RAMSHEAD

Wall Brothers Graduate;
All Three To Get Diplomas
Having three brothers attending
SJS is one thing, but when all
three graduate at the same time.
that is a bit unusual.
But this is the case with Mike
24, Pete 23, and Bill Wall 22, who
will all receive their dSplanas this
June.
"I thought our graduating together would be thought unusual,"
said Mike Wall, "because on Parents Day 19S:1 fwIlr tv,rents

the award for the family having
the most children attending SJS.
"At one time iast fall." said
Mike, "five children from our.family were in college until filo’ younger brother joined the Marines."
Mike will receive his B.A. degree in political science, and Pete
and Bill will receive B.S. degrees
in business and industrial management.
The three brothers also attended
SIEta Posa Junior College.

Angelo’s
SPECIAL of the day
10

Served with Potatoes, Fresh Vegetable,
Bread and Butter, and a
bowl of Chili

27-

f
Angelo’s Famous Rib-Eye
STEAK DINNER
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.

$1.25

ONLY

ANGELO’S
STEAKHOUSE
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young men will eagerly respond to the qualities

Shop around, you won’t find a better blazer anywhere under
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Olive, Camel. Together with slim Rough Riders slacks 15 95.

in Black,
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SJSC INTERNATIONAL STOW

Professors Ogilvie, Tutko
Attend Psychology Congress

RErEPTION

Graduate Reception
In Cafeteria hre 11

By ART sumnutto
agony of a grueling ride. The don. wholeworld of sports is a medium
Daily sports Editor
age is slowly increased and even- ’through which people con intaract
Psychology professors P. r ii c e totally beconws a proident.
Without politics. If politics is superimpiised, it is an artificial 101115
Ogikie and Thomas Tut hi,. who
s
years of researeli
have mpent
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’NTERNATIONAL FLAVOR

Mrs. Liana Habura. secretary to

the foreign student adviser, serves Miss Arabyou Diallo, Guinea

11,1111111.1111111111M..

sindent,
the recent President’s Reception for SJSC interrot4:n.1 students. Waiting to be served are Thomas Coke, foreign
student adviser, and Jeeba Abbeyguaye, Ghana student and
president of the international Student Organization.
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do
the
otivation of athle tes. lea" a"ilti’d 1."1Ihdarie-..
rind it difficult to express ane,er
cently attend"’ Ihe
Intern;
Firsi
I- because of the guilt
t f II
’
Ilona! Congress of Sports Psycho]. Ste
’CL
rind it more rewarding
to - "Es et \"’
here v.e iv" Fr""T
a
u"’
where papers were presented lose than to win. Some athletes l’I’S tVPIII interested in the training
from all over the world,
cannot express aggression if the methods of the phenomenal U.S.
The purpose of the meeting was opponent is friendly.
Olympic sv.imming team. They
to provide opportunity for unificaAnother paper said that many e.-ere not interested for political
tion of knowledge among those of the conventional practices for reasons, but simply from a spectadoing similar work.
warming up athletes before a race . tors standpoint. Sports is a lanThe conference was divided into are antiquated. Examples were guage we all understood at the
six sections and the most sophis- given citing instances where ath- ;Iconference.
ticated papers appeared in the letes had deliberately not warmed ;
’The conference was an innneuro-physiology area. The em - op, and then proceeded to net . mense success. Work very similar
phasis here was on physiological world records.
;ta ours ls being done in six counendurance, what is responsible ror
"we WITI, :MN
Now, through correspond.
N a i(I Or tries.
the second wind, and the relation- Tutko. "at the amount of %sort( ’ince, we can all pursue the ivship of exercise to retardation. The being done in other countries. The ir.’ircis along different lines."
consensus was that there are intellectual changes as one becomes
more dextrous.
DEFEAT NEGLECTED
In the psychotherapy counseling
section, it was stated that there is
so much concern over giving an
athlete adequate psychological
preparation for an event, that psychotherapy after defeat has often
been neglected.
Doping of cyclists, it prominent
problem in F.i irope. was given detailed study. The cyclists, many
of whom make $1 million a
have been kninvn to kiep ,ang
after the completion of a ,:ice lull
hang into the walls. Chi,
was killed in the 1960 Rome tAlin
pies. The dope is used to ease toe
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’Vicious’ Piranha Fish Not So Dangerous

Mad Dog Fish Timid Says Prof
By JEIZIRI’ HENRY
"Ile held a pig by the tail and
,’ipped its testy into ihi’ water. A
!..w minutes Liter he pulled up a
,aoorty skeleton. completely iletleshi..1 1.N SW11117S ot tiny fish."
..ne variation Of
Thr above
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KNITS FOR SUNNY DAYS
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riser i3Iee or pink. 36.40. $13
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.Jte fiber. 8-16. $9
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+e rip+fon knitted
B. Shell.
a,or b’at o: pin’t.. 36.40. $10
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an often quoted legend about the
"vicious, bloodthirsty" Piranha fish
found in the waters of the Amazon
and is, in the opinion of Or, Ralph
Smith, SJS professor of zoology,
"pretty much in the world of
fantasy."
"Although it is true that the
fish is a meat -eater, it is unlikely
it would attack large game, even if
it wore among a horde of its own
kind." Dr. Smith Said.

’,I 1:74) HALES THURSDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHTS UNTIL 9:00 P.M.

1ariE
tIlltio. Isa

1,11,1t

"Pairs of Piranha have been sold
in pet stores for years here in
the Bay Area. However, fishermen
have recently become aware of an
acute trout shortage and are convinced Piranha have escaped into
their streams and are devouring
the trout," Dr Smith explained.
The state Fish and Game Department is presently making it
survey to determine how many
Piranha have escaped and fishermen are attempting to pressure
the government, through lobbyists,
to ban the sale of the Piranha in
the slate, according to Dr. Smith.

"Of course, the behavior of one
fish and the actions of a thousand
fish may be two different things.
it is quite probable schools of
Piranha eat the dead bodies of
iarge animals which have fallen into the water or they may even
attack a slow moving fish which
is ill and unable to defend itself.
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The Piranha, a tiny perch -like
tish with a set of sharp teeth has
been Me object or many ghoulish
tales of I, he South American
jungles and is now the focal point
of a new controversy here in
California.

Dr. Smith demonstrated the
titnidity of the Piranha located in
the hallway aquarium on the second floor of the science building.
VVhen he put his finger into the
glass box the so-called "mad dog
of the Amazon" skittered quickly
to the other side of the box and
tried to avoid looking at the in’ruder.
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PERCH -LIKE

altstRD IDEA
"Those of
who are familiar
oh the lish :mil its environment
..lize this is an absurd idea. First
; all it is doubtful that the fish
’old ever attack large live game.
I I secondly the Piranha requires
degree water to breed. I’m
I raid the waters of Northern
lifornia would be much too cold
r the fish to proliferate into
,rge sclunds," Dr. Smith pointed
out.

A

would stay out of the water," Dr.
Smith commented,
And what about the dwindling
California trout supply? Dr. Smith
suggested fishermen check their
own catch records for the answer
to this perplexing problem.

DANGER TO MAN
"However, it is unlikely
would present a danger to ; Ldnee the natives of the Am ..
bathe in waters of the river ei
Piranha are known to exist.
tairdy. if the Piranha schools II.
eating people alive the nui,

VACA1 ION SERVICE SPECIAL
All this
2 BFG Shock Absorbers

installed

for Just
Reg, 14.95

Front End Alignment
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7.:.0

Front Wheel Balancing

Reg,

3.00

Country-Wide Dist-0 -Map

Reg.

2.1‘5

Reg. Retail Value
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23.40

BFG SHOCK ABSORBERS

MONEYBOWN

Drivini is easier
Tires la3t longer
Car hano:es better

FRONT END ALIGNMENT
Inspected and adjusted for safer driving

WHEEL BALANCING
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Balance both trent whee;s
(weights included)
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COUNTRY -WIDE

DIST-O-MAP
A must for vacationers and businessmen
instant mileage and routes between cities
No more maps to told
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